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“[...] we have the technologies, we do have the knowledge, the 

question is do we have the will? The political will and the will from 

each and every one of us.” 

Martin Lidegaard, 2019  
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1 Abstract 

Currently, the dire consequences of spreading plastics all around us is gaining attention, which is 

why industries, governments, NGO’s, influencers and consumers are now focusing on how to re-

think, reduce, reuse and recycle plastic products and packaging after its usage. The plastic raw 

material used in all products should first and foremost be designed for recyclability, so to simplify 

its decomposition to new feedstock in industrial facilities.  

This thesis focuses which combined actions could be taken to improve the quality and quantity of 

the plastic fraction found in the Danish Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) to consequently increase the 

availability of high quality and quantity of recycled plastics to the manufacturing industry in 

Denmark. In its conclusion, this thesis defines a set of actions that could be taken alone or in 

combination to achieve better and more recycling. The two main approaches being the investment 

of a state-of-the-art sorting and reprocessing plant and a national unified sorting plan directed to 

the 2,71 million Danish households across all municipalities. 

Both approaches would require the consumer’s adoption of a new set of habits in proper sorting of 

plastic fractions at the source. The policy makers at EU, Danish government and Danish 

municipalities will also play a key role in realizing the above and put Denmark back on the forefront 

of environmental innovation in areas other than renewable energy. 

  

                                                      
1 Danmarks Statistik, Households, https://www.statbank.dk/tabsel/206356. Acc. 10.05.19.   

https://www.statbank.dk/tabsel/206356
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2 Introduction, delimitation and research question  

2.1 Introduction 

Overpopulation, overconsumption, increasing exploitation of the earth’s finite resources and 

continuous hunt of economic profit have now indisputably damaged our environment. Climate 

changes, polluted oceans and extinction of multiple animal species are all some of the consequences 

the planet is now facing. The driving force of the above is our predominant and short-sighted linear 

economy. An economic model where consumers and organizations take-make-dispose resources 

without second thoughts on sustainability, e.g. recycling. Following such a model does not put us 

on a healthy path and certainly does not secure the livelihoods of our future generations. Instead, 

manufacturers – worldwide, needs to re-think and redesign their products to enhance reuse and 

recyclability upon a product reaching its end-of-life. Furthermore, everyone needs to start 

considering used plastics as a valuable resource and not as waste. 

The many years it takes for a plastic product to decompose in nature is due partly to its design. They 

are not designed to either ease their recycling or to ease their natural decomposition within a 

reasonable period of time. The increasing large amount of used plastic ending in the environment 

will eventually break down into smaller pieces mainly due to the sun’s UV-A rays (photodegradation) 

and other weather conditions.2 This decomposition results in micro plastics (MP) – plastic pieces 

with a size that is under 5 millimeters.3 MP have been connected to numerous animal deaths. The 

harmful beads or small bits of plastic are eaten by the animals who will not digest it and instead 

accumulate it in their stomach and ultimately perish. There is also a documented widespread 

presence of MP and Nano Plastics (NP) in our food chain which are known to be able to serve a 

vector of pathogens.4 

“Plastic Fantastic” was a term coined between the 80’s and 90’s to honor this cheap and flexible 

material. Today, this term is being revisited to become the diametrically opposite “Plastic (not so) 

Fantastic” and symbolizes that our added new knowledge of the consequences of plastic should be 

reflected on our original perception of plastic. This change is also felt in Denmark where recycling 

                                                      
2 Andrady 2015, 155. 
3 Revel et al. 2018, 18. 
4 Revel et al. 2018, 20. 
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of plastic has been lagging behind, due to the technological advancement made in the field of energy 

recovery. Overall, Denmark has a very pro-environmental attitude and leads in many green fields, 

but recycling has never accumulated the same attention as wind and solar energy, organic food and 

agriculture. Is it too late to contemplate recycling instead of incineration? What and how should 

Denmark move toward a circular economy? An alternative model, where use of raw materials for 

economic growth do not necessarily collide with environmental well-being. 

Last year (2018) in Denmark, 173,000 kilos of waste were collected in the environment5 - the weight 

equivalent of 32 full grown elephants (at an average of 5,400 kilos each). Additionally, approximately 

400,000 tons waste was generated, ¾ of which was used for energy recovery and only 3 percent 

was exported or recycled. In a technologically advanced and rich country like Denmark where 

innovation, technology and knowledge are the main competitive advantage, then it is surprising that 

the treatment of the multiple waste fractions is not more advanced and optimized. 

Recently, in 2018, China banned all imports of multiple types of plastic wastes, e.g. PE, PS, PVC and 

PET.6 This was due to massive irregularities in the imported plastic waste mass which included 

hazardous waste that lead to environmental and health problems for the importer. Malaysia and 

other countries are currently following the same path.7 Consequently, Europe and other mature 

countries, which economically benefited from exporting the problem, are now being forced to deal 

with their own plastic waste in a more sustainable way, locally. 

The term plastic waste is an oxymoron as single-use plastic products and packaging that ends as 

“waste” should be regarded as a valuable material resource and not as lost commodity after a single 

use.8 Too often, it ends in the environment, in landfills or as litter due to indecent behavior or energy 

recovery. The few minutes it takes to consume a product (e.g. a cup of coffee) and throw away its 

single-use plastic container are contrasted by the decades it would take for that plastic to degrade 

in the environment. This disconnect is partly due to the design of plastic products and packaging, as 

                                                      
5 DR Nyheder. See: “Ikke skod at samle skod: 146.000 børn samler i dag cigaretskod og affald.” 
6 Giacovelli 2018, 6. 
7 “Exposing Australia’s recycling lie,” YouTube video, 18:10, posted by “60 Minutes, Australia,” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lqrlEsPoyJk&t=960s. Acc. 15.04.19. 

8 The term Used plastic refers to plastic product after its consumption, while the term plastic waste will be used to 

specifically denote used plastic that ends up in MSW (See Appendix 10 for terms clarification).   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lqrlEsPoyJk&t=960s
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they are simply not designed to either ease their recycling or to accelerate their natural 

decomposition within a reasonable period of time. 

This consumption cycle is greatly supported by the currently established consume and throw-away 

culture. If overconsumption is combined with this throw-away culture and if the recycling of plastics 

is not broadly adopted, then there will be an estimated 12 billion tons of plastic waste and litter in 

landfills and in the environment by 2050.9 

2.2 Delimitation 

This thesis will be focusing on the recycling of used plastic sorted from the Danish households – 

often tagged as plastic waste or plastic fraction of the MSW. Here, plastic waste includes single-use 

plastic products and packaging thrown in the recycling bin for plastic sorted fraction at the 

household and collected as a door-to-door service by the Danish municipalities. A closer research 

will be conducted of fluid detergent containers and personal care bottles as these mainly consist of 

high-density polyethylene (HDPE) and polypropylene (PP) plastic polymer, which are easy and 

valuable plastic to use for recycling. 

The environmental impacts of plastic production, destruction and recycling are manifold. The planet 

is impacted throughout these steps via resource depletion, emissions of greenhouse gases (air), and 

environmental pollutions (sea and land). The air and sea/land pollution are less in focus in this thesis. 

As of now, most of the energy used for heating homes in Denmark is from incineration of the MSW 

that is not recycled. If an increased amount of this resource is recycled instead of burned, then a 

non-trivial amount of energy would need to come from other alternatives. Obviously, the adoption 

of renewable energy would be the most environmentally viable solution as it will not add any 

consumption of fossil fuels, but is Denmark ready to make such investment? This would otherwise 

further accelerate the overall adoption of CE and reduce of CO2 emissions. This thesis does not 

research this topic any further, even though clarifications are important as they are dependent on 

the potential change to plastic recycling. 

                                                      
9 Giacovelli 2018, 6.  
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The scope was limited to the plastic fraction sorted from MSW by the Danish household and more 

specific the functional unit (FU) adopted in the thesis is fluid detergent containers and personal care 

bottles consistent of HDPE and PP plastic polymer. The geographical scope is therefore Denmark. 

Although Porter’s (1998) value chain could be used to great extent to understand the intricacies 

found within the many key players in the field of plastic production and consumption (e.g. 

manufacturers, retailers or recyclers). This thesis will instead focus on the interplay found between 

the stakeholders and not any unit of this larger value system. 

This thesis focuses on Denmark’s transitioning towards a circular economy through increase 

recycling of plastic waste sorted by the Danish household.10 

2.3 Research question 

Which systems will increase the recycling of plastic waste sorted at the Danish household? And 

ultimately support the creation of a market for recycled plastic in Denmark? 

● A deposit and return scheme on plastic detergent containers and personal care bottles could 

be implemented for this purpose. It would create a closed loop system with the purpose of 

increasing the quality and quantity of some types of plastics in separated streams, e.g. HDPE, 

PP and PET. 

● Investing in a state-of-the-art sorting and reprocessing plant in Denmark, which is capable 

of sorting household plastic waste into cleaner streams of the same type of plastic polymer 

instead of exporting the plastic waste, where available technology sort and recycle the 

plastic waste, if not used for energy recovery, landfills or even for re-export. 

● Re-thinking and redesigning the plastic products and packaging with the purpose of easier 

and more feasible for the recycling industry to sort and reprocess plastic waste to generate 

new recycled plastic as feedstock for recycled plastic products and packaging. 

● Implementing legislations to accelerate the transition towards a circular economy as the 

extended producer responsibility (EPR) or Polluter Pays principles. This will increase the 

responsibility by the manufacturer towards the activities of sorting and recycling at the 

                                                      
10 Regeringen 2013, 23. 
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waste management stage and incentives to re-think and use recycled plastics in the design 

phase. 

● Analyzing whether the Danish consumer is willing to embrace habits for sorting plastic waste 

in the sense to sort and demand recycle plastic products and packaging provided by the 

manufacturers, FMCG industry and retailers with private labels. 

3 Methodology 

The following will describe the theoretical approach used in this thesis. 

The paper focuses on challenges and limitations to increase recycling of plastic waste sorted and 

collected from the Danish household. To confirm/validate how and why recycling of plastic waste is 

a need to reduce the acceleration of climate change. Many stakeholders are involved in the plastic 

industry and the recycling industry. To collect the knowledge about those industries and from 

multiple viewpoints a total of seven interviews were conducted. Five of which were individual (face-

to-face) interviews, two interviews were done by telephone and the last was an email 

correspondence.  

For an overview, see: Table 1: Overview of conducted qualitative interviews (year: 2019) 

Type Interviewee Organization Date Duration Appendix  

Telephone Søren R. Østergaard Technological Institute (TI) 8th Feb. 58 min. 7 

Email Håkan Ström Förpacknings & Tidnings 

Insamlingen (fti) 

18th Feb. N/A 6 

Individual Mathias Hvam Coop, Denmark 19th Feb. 39 min. 1 

Individual Thomas Budde 

Christensen 

Roskilde Universitetscenter 

(RUC) 

1st Mar. 1h 4 min. 2 

Individual Nana Winkler Danish Waste Association 

(DWA) 

5th Mar. 1h 11 

min. 

3 

Telephone Franz Cuculiza Aage Vestergaard Larsen 

(AVL) 

8th Mar. 27 min. 4 

Individual Martin Lidegaard Social Liberal Party 29th Mar. 25 min. 5 

Table 1: Overview of conducted qualitative interviews (year: 2019) 
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Further details about the occupations and roles of the interviewee and the transcript of each 

interview can be found in the appendices 1 through 7.  

The large amount of data collected through almost 6 hours of accumulated interview time is 

subjective in nature and should be understood in the context of the interview questions. This sample 

is not representative of the many other different perspectives within each group of stakeholders, 

experts and politicians in Denmark or outside, but merely capture the focal themes in each group. 

This paper has taken this path due to the various empirical articles read and the interviewee’s 

subjective perspectives and the author’s interests. 

3.1 Data collection 

It was crucial to get interviews with the stakeholders from both the plastic industry and the recycling 

industry to collect primary data which could make a foundation of how the realities of recycling 

plastic waste looked like. This is due to the inevitable interdependence of the latter to the plastic 

industry and vis-versa. Regarding the interviews, the intention was to contact multiple key 

stakeholders from various areas of the plastic supply chain as well as actors within a greater societal 

context e.g. subject matter experts and persons with political influence - all with experience and 

passion within the environmental field.  

After conducting the interviews, different perspectives emerged. The captured perspectives and 

insights will be analyzed and understood in the context of the chosen theoretical frameworks 

described and discussed. The conclusion might have turned out differently depending upon the 

interviewee’s perspectives, role in the supply chain, interests and experiences within the field of 

plastic recycling.  

3.2 Designing the interview study 

Approximatively 30 interview invitations were mailed out to interesting actors within the field of 

research. Lastly positive responses resulted in the scheduling of six interviews and one email 

correspondence.11 Prior to each interview, an interview guide was formulated specifically adapted 

to the job title and organization the interviewee represented. The interview guide was composed 

                                                      
11 See: Table 1: ”Overview of conducted qualitative interviews.” (year: 2019) 
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of several themes with approximately five questions per theme.12 A large majority of the interviews 

were conducted in English, even though the interviewee and author could speak Danish. This was 

for practical reasons in an attempt to approach the English language where most of the reviewed 

literature and, ultimately, the language of this education. Caveats emerged from this decision, the 

first being the limited proficiency in English of the interviewee and author that in some situations 

required a quick switch to Danish. Of the two phone interviews, one was in Danish and one in 

English. A single interview was conducted through an email correspondence with a stakeholder that 

answered in Swedish.  

The average duration of an interview was 48 minutes, during which the interviewee answered to 

questions related to the themes set by the author and often elaborated on the challenges, solutions, 

and the vast trade-offs and paradoxes that emerges in their daily work realizing more or less a 

sustainable outcome.  

As an early observation, every interviewee was doing their best to push forward projects to enhance 

recycling of plastic waste, solve environmental and climate change issues or embrace the transition 

towards a more circular economy and, last but not least, an interviewee was strategizing on an 

upcoming parliamentary election in June 2019 in Denmark. 

The interviews were purposefully conducted on a one-to-one bias. As an alternative, a group 

interview would have limited an opened atmosphere of information sharing, as statements from 

interviewees with different perspective could have generated in-situ discussions. Instead, a face-to-

face interview together with the inquisitive interviewee invited for the sharing of semi-sensitive 

information about the daily work routines and how their work contributes to a more sustainable 

development, which would not necessarily be shared during a group interview for fear of 

judgmental rebuttal. The modus operandi of the author was to early establish a safe atmosphere 

that offers the needed conditions (freedom, space and trust) to get the interviewee feel 

comfortable, relaxed and honest about the questioned addressed.13 

                                                      
12 Brinkmann and Kvale 2015, 131. 
13 Bryman and Bell 2011, 502. 
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3.3 Interview form 

According to Brinkmann and Kvale’s (2015) description of semi-structured qualitative research 

interview, the exchange that takes place during a semi-structured interview comes close to an 

everyday conversation.14 However, it has a predefined purpose, a set of questioning techniques and 

a set of meticulously assembled themes that serves to guide the conversation and the outcome. 

Furthermore, the qualitative interview form attempts to capture the nuances between the involved 

interviewees life world, i.e. how different themes are experienced by an interviewee. This correlates 

well with the principle of phenomenology, where studying a phenomenon cannot be done 

independently from how it is experienced by a consciousness.15 Instead, several perspectives 

emanating from diverse contexts needs assembly prior to defining an understanding of the 

phenomenon; recycling plastic waste. 

3.4 Thematic focus  

With a rough research question at hand, the thematizing of the interview guide began. During this 

step, the author establishes the theoretical clarification of the different themes under 

investigation.16 Thematizing involves the answering of the why, what and how questions related to 

the study. Answering these will require a greater insight within the scientific context that the 

research question covers. To this extent, and in order to answer the “what” question mentioned 

above, then a considerable literature review was required. The author had to increase the subject 

matter knowledge to be able to develop a foundational theoretical understanding of the recycling 

of plastic waste. It allowed the author to further build upon the foundation with new empirical 

knowledge gained from interviewing the chosen interviewees. 

3.5 Data sources 

3.5.1 Secondary data 

Months of preparation were spent reviewing literature about central themes like sustainable 

concepts and frameworks, waste management strategies, reports from NGO’s, world protocol, EU 

                                                      
14 Brinkmann and Kvale 2015, 31. 
15 Egholm 2014, 103. 
16 Brinkmann and Kvale 2015, 131. 
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directives, national government environmental plan and to understand how the different plastic 

polymer interact. Searching and collecting empirical data in the form of articles and books was 

primarily done through Copenhagen Business School’s (CBS) Libsearch, online library service. For 

example, an advanced search of “circular economy” contained in the metadata of subject would 

identify many matches. Using this approach, it was quickly noted that themes related to climate 

change, environment, sustainability, plastic waste, recycling of plastic products and plastic 

packaging were widely covered in newer academic articles originating from variously different 

journals.  At last the author decided to narrow down the scope of the research to this specific focus 

on increasing recycling of plastic waste from the Danish household.  

To accumulate a genuine understanding of plastic as a raw material, a technical book by Andrady 

(2015) detailing fundamental aspects and mathematic formula was studied.17 This provided the 

foundational understanding of the creation and deterioration of plastic polymers, how plastic 

molecules react with each other and interact with the environment, what types of plastics there are 

and how additives are added to change some of its central properties. In Andradry’s book (2015), 

he also conveys the intricacies of plastic waste management and recycling. Although specifically 

concerned about quantitative analysis related to the United States, the book still provided a solid 

understanding of plastic and sustainability. 

During this initial literature review phase, it became clear to the author that plastic waste is very 

difficult to recycle, mainly because of the miscibility issues that arises when dealing with mixed 

plastic types found within a single product or the mix plastic waste collected from the households.18 

In fact, such a mix of several non-homogeneous plastic types will lead to the down-cycling of plastic 

and yields a low quality and less valuable material that cannot compete with virgin plastics made 

from fossil fuel.  

The many difficulties and the extra costs connected to dealing with mixed plastics, made the author 

aware of an important connection between plastic recycling and plastic product’s initial design 

phase. Similarly, different and unexpected areas of research surfaced, requiring new insight and an 

                                                      
17 Andrady 2015, “Plastics and Environmental Sustainability.” 
18 Andrady 2015, 286. 
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intense amount of detail, consequently calling for new searches, literature review, thus guiding the 

research focus.  

On the second pass, a more structured research took place, which lead to adjustment in the research 

question and the layout of several hypothesis. The incremental gathering of knowledge and the 

inspiring supervision helped in moving away from a bumpy road and over to a smoother path, where 

ultimately all interviews were coded, and an in-depth analysis could take place together with the 

chosen theoretical concepts and frameworks. 

Not only academic articles were included. Eventually, books written by idealist and activists in the 

field of plastic and environment – not only contributing to the theoretical knowledge, but also with 

hands-on activities aimed at reducing the need and consumption of plastic, were added to the 

research literature. Pamphlets, reports and booklets from various governmental organization as the 

Danish Environmental Protection Agency, European Commission, United Nations and non-

governmental organizations as Ellen MacArthur Foundation (EMF), the Danish Waste Association 

(DWA), Clean Cluster were also included. 

Other sources of secondary data included documentaries as TED talks, David Attenborough’s Our 

Planet, about the enormous impact of plastic pollution in the environment. Documentary from 

economic and social theorist, Rifkin (2011), called the Third Industrial Revolution, which provided 

insight on the economic perspectives connected to climate change and how society, environment 

and market forces have to change to a more sustainable development.19 A lecture with adventurists, 

Emil Midè Erichsen and Theis Midè Erichsen, during which they confirmed to have seen lots of 

plastics during their underwater dives in all oceans across the world. 

Currently, as the increasingly dramatic effects of climate change are felt around the world, and as 

the plastic pollution is experienced by everyone, then the awareness about sustainability is equally 

increasing.  The reuse and recycle of plastic products as a priority is current on everyone’s lips. Every 

media outlet, internet trends, and numerous stories are emerging about climate summits/meetings, 

                                                      
19 “The Third Industrial Revolution: A Radical New Sharing Economy,” YouTube video, 1:44:58, posted by “VICE,” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QX3M8Ka9vUA&t=1452s. Acc. 13.03.19. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QX3M8Ka9vUA&t=1452s
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reports about activist movements20 or reports about plastic pollutions in the farthest corner of the 

world. 

This creates a zeitgeist and a momentum towards minimization of both plastic consumption and 

CO2 emissions. This consumer awareness about reduction, reuse and recycle of plastic is increasing 

and has the positive side effect that it simultaneously also seeks to reduce the exploitation of fossil 

fuels – with ethylene being the most common raw material in plastic production. Because of this 

important development, a section of this study is dedicated to the analysis of consumer behavior. 

Using the Theory of Planned Behavior to unveil how to influence the Danish household in increasing 

their waste sorting habits. 

3.5.2 Primary data 

Four of the interviews executed, sought to understand how the challenges related to recycling of 

plastic waste are perceived by the different stakeholders involved in the day-to-day operation of 

plastic waste management. An interview with Søren R. Østergaard, senior specialist in Plastic and 

Packaging from The Danish Technological Institute (DTI), highlights the challenges seen from an 

expert perspective together with the facts of economic calculations. Another interview was 

conducted with Thomas Budde Christensen, MSc (Technological and Socio-economic Planning) & 

PhD, at Roskilde University (RUC) wherein the focus was on how recycling of plastic waste can 

contribute to achieve the transition to a more circular economy. The third interview was made with 

Franz Cuculiza, CEO from Aage Vestergaard Larsen (AVL), a recycling company which use industrial 

plastic waste as input but are in the transition to use household plastic waste for recycling. The last 

interview was conducted with Martin Lidegaard, Member of Parliament for the Social Liberal Party 

where the focus was on the legislative options concerning speeding up plastic recycling.  

3.5.3 Analysis method 

The qualitative analysis method used for this study is the Thematic Analysis Method. The choice of 

this foundational method21 for the analysis of qualitative data is driven by a data set composed of 

interviews and theoretical literature review (meanings expressed in spoken and textual) that needs 

classification for the mapping of commonalities in the meanings expressed. During the analysis, the 

                                                      
20 BBC News. See: “Greta Thunberg nominated for Nobel Peace Prize for climate activism.” 
21 Saunders 2016, 579. 
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author will need to go through the large amount of material and conceptualize the many statements 

and theories encountered during this study. As such, this study started by embracing the deductive 

approach to assemble relevant theories to shape the research process and data analysis. In-between 

the many interviews, the data collected helped recognize important topics and themes that were 

not originally identified. The preliminary analysis of the early interviews unveiled the complexity of 

plastic recycling in practice, which quickly influenced the themes of this research. The interactive 

nature of the qualitative research process had therefore made the author incorporate the inductive 

approach to this study.  

3.5.4 Transcribing the interviews 

According to Saunders (2016), then familiarity with the interview data increases during the laborious 

task of transcribing.22 Undoubtedly, the familiarity gained from transcribing and re-listening to six 

audio recordings and coding transcribed data was important for the analysis and to get a holistic 

picture of the many opinions stated in the interviews. 

3.5.5 Coding of the primary data set 

Contrary to quantitative data sets, a qualitative data set mostly involves unstructured information. 

The primary data set was composed of over 100 pages of transcripts of questions and answers 

attempting to define concepts, behaviors, events, relationships or to convey many standpoints or 

beliefs. With cognitive analysis, it is possible to establish structure to the many ideas developed in 

the texts. This is done during the coding process to manage the many themes by categorizing, 

labelling and boxing each of the answers for a quick revisit during analysis phase. 

A code is a term or combined term that is associated to a text snippet within the primary data set. 

This association allows us to group text passages related to a similar theme. During the analysis, the 

fast accessibility to text snippets related to the same theme can then be listed and correlations, 

deviations or other patterns could emerge from comparing and contrasting the 7 different 

perspectives represented in the interview data. 

Choosing the codes of interests for the analysis phase were, in the early stages of the study, based 

on the theories encountered during literature review. Terms like, circular economy, waste 

                                                      
22 Saunders 2016, 580. 
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management, extended producer responsibility, closed open loop system were all appointed to the 

study that tried to deductively move towards a conclusion. However, as mentioned, the analysis 

performed after the early interviews demonstrated the need to adjust and re-scope the research 

question. The codes were inadequate. Consequently, the codes were adjusted to fit the newer 

focus, making themes emerge from the exploration of the data.  

A qualitative data analysis software was used to facilitate the coding task. Quirkos 2.1, allowed the 

author to quickly label, box and select text areas and for later accessible use featuring Quirkos 2.1 

to retrieve and perform queries on the metadata. Beside the codes connecting text to a theme, 

several subcategories were created to enrich the metadata connected to a code-text association. 

Themes between the interviewees and standpoint was specifically added in attempt to localize 

statements that identified standpoints within a theme for each individual and later be able to 

contrast these between them.  

During analysis, the Computer-Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis Software (CAQDAS), allowed the 

author to see the text in its context. According to Saunders (2016), then no particular number of 

codes should be forced upon an analysis.23 Themes are broad terms that are used to encapsulate 

several related codes. See Appendix 10 for an overview of the codes used during this research. 

Once coding the qualitative data came to an end, the analysis could begin. Relationships in the 

accumulated data can therefore trigger the exploration of relevant meanings; condense the raw 

data and grouping the chosen analytical categories. 

After finishing seven interviews, the author went on deliberately to further collect more empirical 

data for the study. Upon discussion with the supervisor, Victor Lund it was decided to stop and work 

with accumulated secondary data set. This was obviously due to time constraint, but also because 

of seven interviews fairly covered the main themes from multiple and sufficient amount of 

perspectives.  

                                                      
23 Saunders 2016, 584. 
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3.5.6 Testing the hypothesis 

As described in Saunders book (2016) the analysis disclosed alternative explanations for the raised 

hypothesis.24 A valid conclusion entails the identification of the negative cases and a discussion 

between these alternatives against the hypothesis. This in turn ensured that the author achieved 

reflexive objectivity while dealing with the interview data.  

4 Plastics 

4.1 Brief introduction to plastic chemistry 

In 1922, plastics were discovered to be made of long covalently bonded molecules by Herman 

Staudinger.25 This discovery opened for the manipulation of these molecules to achieve impressive 

mechanical characteristics such as high strength, flexibility and lightweight. Those characteristics 

were the result of multiple compositions and different length of chain-like molecular architectures. 

The structure in these chains repeated a well-defined chemical pattern (a repeat unit) from one end 

of the molecule to the other.  

As the specific FU of this thesis is HDPE and PP plastic polymer. HDPE is a plastic type made of 

molecules composed of the same repeat unit along their molecular chain. These are therefor named 

homopolymers. Plastics that continuously repeat several repeated molecular patterns, were 

therefore named copolymers. Polyethylene (PE), in both high-density and low-density variants HDPE 

or LDPE is the most commonly made plastic. It is fabricated by continuously adding the repeat 

pattern of the ethylene gas. This process is called polymerization, which then uses ethylene 

molecules as a raw material to form a PE chain. The molecular pattern of this repeated unit 

determines the mechanical characteristics of the plastics.  

The differences in chain branching have an impact in the density of the polymer which can be 

manipulated to create different grades of density (HDPE, LDPE). Everything, from the tensile 

strength, stiffness and hardness of a plastic material is determined by the repeat pattern, the size 

of the polymer molecule and the use of additives. In everyday life these characteristics are more 

                                                      
24 Saunders 2016, 586. 
25 Andrady 2015, 56. 
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commonly known as flexibility and hardness and ultimately define the durability of a plastic product 

or plastic packaging. 

PE’s average molecular weight (g/mol)26 depends on how many repeat units are in the polymer. 

Long-chain molecules of different lengths will therefore weigh differently. The properties listed 

above will increase as the average molecular weight increases. Increasing these to their highest 

levels is not a perfect solution as the molecular weight increases the more complicated the 

processing. Finding the adequate ratio between the desired PE’s quality attributes and its molecular 

weight requires a compromise. The lowest possible molecular weight of the polymer that still 

corresponds to the needed quality is preferred to ease processing as the melting point. 

PE exists in several basic grades, e.g. HDPE and LDPE. The branching of the molecular chains of PE 

will play a role in the packaging of the polymer chains and will therefore have a direct impact on the 

density of the plastic. 

4.2 Environmental costs of plastics 

Ethylene monomer, the basic element found in PE plastics, is derived from natural gas or crude oil - 

Naphtha. The mostly used type of polymer is created with the planets limited resource of fossil fuel. 

The expected amount of fossil fuel left, if the linear economy continues, is 40 years.27 The annual 

consumption of PE is approximately 100 million metric tons (MMT). This figure is increasing in 

tandem with the increasing world population and the socioeconomic development of low-income 

populations at the global level. By extrapolating the current trend, then this yearly production of 

plastics is expected to reach 800 MMT in 2050.28 This will dramatically accelerate the depletion of 

the planet’s fossil fuel and the emission of CO2 during production, energy recovery, incineration and 

degradation in landfills. This unsustainable linear usage of PE needs to be replaced by sustainable 

options. 

From 2050, this expected increase in plastic production will either result in a similar increase in the 

extraction rate of fossil fuels, the reintroduction of high polluting alternatives, e.g. coal and fracking 

                                                      
26 A mole, is a large constant (also named, Avogadro’s number) that is used to determine the weight of in grams of that 

fixed number of molecules.  
27 Affald.dk. See: “Bioplast - Hvad er det?”  

https://www.affald.dk/da/ungdomsuddannelser/plast/artikler/655-bioplast-hvad-er-det.html. Acc. 17.04.19. 
28 Andrady 2015, 86. 

https://www.affald.dk/da/ungdomsuddannelser/plast/artikler/655-bioplast-hvad-er-det.html
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this would further accelerate the emission of CO2 and be detrimental for the planet. A global 

awareness of this danger is well-established. Therefore, the adoption of reduce input of virgin fossil 

fuel and increase in plastic waste recycling and alternative feedstock as bio-based plastic is a must. 

4.3 Polymer of focus in this thesis 

This thesis focuses on High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) and Polypropylene (PP) plastics, which 

detergent containers and personal care bottles are mostly made of. Typically, plastic containers and 

bottles are often made of HDPE plastic polymer, while the lid or cap consists of PP plastic polymer 

because of its quality attributes, such as high rigidity.  

There are two main categories of plastics in the single-use area, Thermoplastics that can be melted 

down making them ideal for recycling and Thermosets that cannot be reprocessed as they 

decompose before reaching their melting point. This is a chemical consequence of being cross-

linked where polymer molecules are chemically linked to one another.29 

Example of thermoplastics: Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET), High Density Polyethylene (HDPE), 

Low Density Polyethylene (LDPE) and Polypropylene (PP).30 The characteristic of thermoplastics is 

reversible and can be melted when heated, reprocessed and hardened when cooled – multiple 

times, making it ideal to recycling. This is not true with thermosets. 

The thesis focus was on sustainability and recycling making HDPE and PP the most relevant plastic 

polymer to focus on, as it both can be successfully recycled and as it is omnipresent as single-use 

plastic product and packaging. 

Even plastic products and packaging in modular of a container/bottle and a cap/lid consistent of 

single polymer but produced differently with the container/bottle made from blow molding and the 

cap/lid made of injection molding can have different mechanical and chemical properties.31 

                                                      
29 Andrady 2015, 65. 
30 Giacovelli 2018, 3. 
31 Eriksen and Astrup 2019, 163. 
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5 Sustainability theories 

Future generations’ livelihood is threatened by the current use of the finite resources found on the 

planet. Extrapolating the consumption of the United States and Western Europe to the rest of the 

world would necessitate the accessibility to more resources than what is available on earth. 

Sustainability is needed to ensure that the inter-generational equity stays balanced and future 

generations will not end in the mercy of a planet depleted of raw resources. A growing population 

and overconsumption followed by a take-make-waste culture with no recycling strategy may 

deplete the raw material as fossil fuel, so future generation would not be able to enjoy the same 

possibilities.  

The precautionary principle adopted by the EU in the early 1990’s,32 means that if enough scientific 

evidence is put forward to demonstrate an environmental challenge, that policies to remediate the 

problem will be adopted. Consequently, sustainability is front and center in the development of a 

transition towards a circular economy in EU.  

Many themes and concepts in this thesis extend from the central concept of sustainability as circular 

economy, closed loop system, cradle to cradle, design for recyclability and recycling. Nevertheless, 

the common thread in the listed environmental frameworks below is the long-term sustainable 

protection of the environment.33 

5.1 The triple bottom line 

Fundamentally, sustainability collides with unmanaged growth, which is otherwise the driver of the 

increased standards of living since the industrial revolution. Sustainable development might be an 

oxymoron, but it is the aim and it is defined and composed of three distinct dimensions: people, 

planet and profit also called the triple bottom line.34 The people dimension expresses the need to 

take into account the development of the society, the planet dimension to highlight the need of 

responsible consumption of the planet’s resources and with profit added to express the economic 

growth needed to sustain the increasing standard of living. The triple bottom line is a concept that 

                                                      
32 Andrady 2015, 33. 
33 Moltesen and Bjørn 2018, 46. 
34 Andrady 2015, 35. 
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businesses typically interpret in a way where profit/economy is more emphasized and where 

regulations continuously tries to rebalance, consider the impact of the remaining dimensions as 

people and planet.35  

The evaluation of the sustainability of a supply chain can also be done from a product perspective, 

as with Product Stewardship. It takes all the supply chain activities related to a production line and 

ensures that the environmental protection are equally prioritized than the economic 

considerations.36 This is achieved by rethinking the relationships with both suppliers and consumers, 

where ecologically sustainable companies actively seek to minimize the CO2 emissions, the 

resources needed and the waste generated throughout the production.37 Ultimately, regardless of 

the viewpoint, the goal is to shift from a linear thinking and align the company’s sustainability efforts 

with cost-saving efforts. 

To realize this, businesses may be required to conduct a Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) (See section 5.5) 

of their production line in order to assert the environmental impact and mitigate its consequences. 

The importance of LCA to restore the balance in the triple bottom line explain why a section was 

dedicated to it in this thesis. 

According to Halldórsson, Kotzab and Skjøtt-Larsen (2009) then the above cannot be ignored. The 

zeitgeist is to “go sustainable” which means that several factors are now pushing companies to act 

responsibly toward the environment. Laws and regulations are implemented to invite or force 

businesses to embrace the zeitgeist, consumers are getting increasingly concerned about the 

environmental problems. Furthermore, costs reduction is within reach when adopting a resource 

minimization strategy and shareholders are increasingly demanding socially responsible 

companies.38 

                                                      
35 Andrady 2015, 36. 
36 Halldórsson, Kotzab and Skjøtt-Larsen 2009, 90. 
37 Halldórsson, Kotzab and Skjøtt-Larsen 2009, 86. 
38 Halldórsson, Kotzab and Skjøtt-Larsen 2009, 92. 
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5.2 Cradle to Cradle and design for recyclability 

5.2.1 Definition of Cradle to Cradle 

The Cradle to Cradle (C2C) concept was first introduced in 2002.39 At its center is the principle of 

return of materials.40 Materials and resources can be divided into two categories namely biological 

mass and technical mass (or also called industrial mass).41 When used, the mass needs to go back 

into a biological and technical material cycle and be nutritious as waste.42 Therefore, products need 

to be designed for disassembly and materials need to be chosen for their nearly infinite capacity to 

be reused.43 The material used in the creation of a well-designed product can have many uses over 

time.44 It is a closed loop, nothing goes in or out and the basic resources are acknowledged to be 

valuable and finite. 

C2C is a social system of takebacks that goes beyond governments’ recycling rules and is a “support 

strategy” for many small and large companies and manufacturers seeking a more sustainable 

business model.45 Furthermore, C2C insist that industries should cooperate and be more aligned 

with nature and the environment.  

Basically, C2C redefine the “ingredients” of a product.46 The goal is to think long-term and ask, “what 

do we want to grow?” and if it is good for our children and the future generations.47 C2C concept is 

a long-term and sustainable concept compared to other frameworks.   

5.2.2 Environmentally responsible design 

The Industrial Revolution was not designed but took shape gradually and that is why industries, 

business, consumers and the environment today faces many consequences.48 The motive was a 

                                                      
39 McDonough and Braungart 2008. 4. 
40 McDonough and Braungart 2008. 5. 
41 McDonough and Braungart 2008. 92. 
42 McDonough and Braungart 2008, 108. 
43 McDonough and Braungart 2008. 6. 
44 McDonough and Braungart 2008. 139. 
45 McDonough and Braungart 2008. 6. 
46 McDonough and Braungart 2008. 8. 
47 McDonough and Braungart 2008. 11. 
48 McDonough and Braungart 2008, 18. 
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desire for the acquisition of capital through process efficiency and mass production.49 A famous 

example, in 1908, was Henry Ford’s mass production of the legendary Model T on the famous 

moving assembly line also called “the materials to the man.”50 As a consequence of the happy days, 

the climate change is the planets way to tell industries and people that the planet need to be taken 

care of in a more sustainable and long-term manner. 

An important place to start is responsible plastic design which include long-lasting, reusable, 

recyclable, toxic-free, and incorporating recycled content.51 To add a C2C perspective will truly make 

a sustainable environmental responsible design.52 C2C perspective is “To eliminate the concept of 

waste means to design things as products, packaging, and systems, from the very beginning on the 

understanding that waste does not exist.”53 Packaging and products must be designed with their 

future upcycling in mind.54 Although this is not always easy but to improving plastic products and 

packaging design is a critical lever in terms of reducing over packaging and ensuring the recycling 

process is made easy and value added regardless whether the plastic product is being produced in 

an emerging country or a matured country.55 

Plastic products and packaging must not contain toxic chemicals if recycled and harmful chemicals 

should be phased out.56 The labels attached, or the ink written on a label must also be considered 

in the design phase for the ease of recycling.  

5.3 Transition towards a circular economy 

An unsustainable modus operandi has positioned itself in today’s economic landscape. This trend 

collides heads-on with the realities that surround all the resources found in the world. This dominant 

economic model is linear economy and focuses on linear flows of materials and energy to the 

                                                      
49 McDonough and Braungart 2008, 21. 
50 McDonough and Braungart 2008, 23. 
51 Rethink Plastic. See: “Campaign.” https://rethinkplasticalliance.eu/campaign/. Acc. 10.02.19. 
52 McDonough and Braungart 2008, 71. 
53 McDonough and Braungart 2008, 104. 
54 McDonough and Braungart 2008, 140. 
55 World Economic Forum, Ellen MacArthur Foundation and McKinsey & Company 2016. See: “The New Plastics 

Economy – Rethinking the future of plastics,” 40. 
56 Rethink Plastic. See: “Campaign.” https://rethinkplasticalliance.eu/campaign/. Acc. 10.02.19. 

https://rethinkplasticalliance.eu/campaign/
https://rethinkplasticalliance.eu/campaign/
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development of single-use plastic products and packaging. This linear economy, which is globally 

prevalent and the direct result of the second industrial revolution, is often referred to as the take-

make-dispose,57 take-make-waste or extract-produce-use-dump58 in an attempt to depict its linear 

construction, where a product is commonly disposed of after its single-use.  

Linear flows of materials and energy through most production lines are slowly depleting the planets 

raw material resources as, among others, fossil fuel. Korhonen (2017) illustrates this as a shrinking 

parent system within which a growing linear subsystem consumes its available resources.59 The 

continuous resource overuse and release of both wastes and CO2 emissions by the inner system is 

bound to result in a head-on collision with the outer system. Armed with its set of core principles, 

Circular Economy (CE) attempts to reverse this linear flow in order to return what is consumed back 

to the outer system – the planet earth, thereby creating an alternative economy that is cyclical in 

its core.60 CE promises a better balance between economy, environment and society also referred 

to as the triple bottom line. Ultimately, it seeks to decouple the environmental impact from 

economic growth.61 

The concept of CE began to receive attention by scholars and practitioners especially after 2012, 

where the Ellen MacArthur Foundation (EMF) published its report called “Towards the Circular 

Economy: Economic and Business Rationale for an Accelerated Transition.”62 The world was 

reminded and again became aware of how bad industries and business affect the environment and 

a drastic change needed to take place.  

CE is “a young field”63 and the understandings and definitions are still many. In Kirchherr (2017), 

study was found 114 written definitions of the CE concept.64 The chosen definition of CE suitable for 

                                                      
57 World Economic Forum, Ellen MacArthur Foundation and McKinsey & Company 2016. See: “The New Plastics 

Economy – Rethinking the future of plastics,” 16. 
58 Korhonen et al. 2017, 37. 
59 Korhonen et al. 2017, 38. 
60 Kirchherr et al. 2017, 223. 
61 Dame Ellen McArthur, TED2015, See: “The surprising thing I learned sailing solo around the world.” 14:30, 

https://www.ted.com/talks/dame_ellen_macarthur_the_surprising_thing_i_learned_sailing_solo_around_the_world. 
Acc. 08.05.19. 
62 Kirchherr et al. 2017, 224. 
63 Kirchherr et al. 2017, 226. 
64 Kirchherr et al. 2017, 225. 

https://www.ted.com/talks/dame_ellen_macarthur_the_surprising_thing_i_learned_sailing_solo_around_the_world
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this thesis is one developed by Kirchherr (2017), which encapsulate the entire products life cycle 

and the multiple stakeholders involved in the supply chain seen from different geographical levels 

with the goal of positively contributing to the environment, profit and social capital.65 

[…] an economic system that replaces the ‘end-of-life’ concept with reducing, alternatively 
reusing, recycling and recovering materials in production/distribution and consumption 
processes. […] with the aim to accomplish sustainable development, thus simultaneously 
creating environmental quality, economic prosperity and social equity, to the benefit of 
current and future generations.66 

 

Kirchherr (2017) continues the above-mentioned definition with a reminder that CE is enabled by 

innovative business models and responsible consumers. For this reason, both themes of innovation 

and consumer behavior were added to this thesis as they clearly are major contributing factors for 

the formulation and adoption of CE. Thereby extending the previous theme of plastics and recycling. 

This definition of CE is adopted during the analysis work done during this thesis. Also, the above 

definition confirm that sustainable concepts are important as frameworks and will be described 

from section 5. 

5.3.1 The importance of a coherent definition of circular economy 

As mentioned, CE has 114 written definitions, and these can blur the concept. The blurriness is a 

criticism and furthermore some scholars call it a “theoretical dream rather than implementable 

reality” and other scholars write “we live today in an age of sustainababble.”67 

Kirchherr (2017) argues that if a concept fails to cohere, it may eventually collapse or remain in a 

deadlock because of disagreement between various stakeholders in the field.68 In other words, the 

important CE concept might dilute over time if not unified and agreed upon. Their CE definition, 

inserted above, is an attempt to remediate to the current lack of coherence among the many 

definition attempts that were found in the quantitative analysis performed by Kirchherr (2017).  

                                                      
65 Kirchherr et al. 2017, 229. 
66 Kirchherr et al. 2017, 224. 
67 Kirchherr et al. 2017, 221. 
68 Kirchherr et al. 2017, 228. 
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Korhonen (2017) goes further and identifies six limits and challenges related to environmental 

sustainability in the CE concept. These are important in establishing a common understanding of CE 

and its implications and will be described in the following sections. 

As an example, the natural notion of “adopting sustainable energy” is an important step toward CE 

economy. This seems like an obvious decision. However, the results of a LCA69 conducted on 

biofuels70 shows that it is not as straightforward as expected, since the input of fossil fuel is currently 

needed in the industrial processes prior to the creation of bio-fuel. 

This correlates well with the spatial system boundary limitation listed above, where a thorough LCA 

could demonstrate that biofuels are, in fact, not necessarily climate neutral71 and their 

environmental impact still faces unresolved methodological limitations. The environmental impact 

of increased CO2 emissions corresponds to the spatial displacement of a negative impact to the 

outer side of the CE’s sphere of influence. 

It is therefore relevant for the CE framework to answer to all six challenges and limitations listed 

above in order to truly become a circular concept. The following sections will capture the essence 

of the discussion behind each of the challenges/limitations listed above. 

5.3.2 The laws of thermodynamics 

Executing the necessary plastic recycling processes as sorting household waste in different fractions, 

separate waste collection, reprocessing within a circular economy requires energy. According to 2nd 

law of thermodynamics claims that everything in the universe tends to move towards more 

disorder, dictates that even a transition towards CE, energy losses are inevitable.72 This is true for 

the conversion processes of any goods or services including recycling of plastic products and 

packaging. In that sense, for CE to be truly environmentally sustainable, then this energy will need 

to be solely harvested from renewable sources such as sun, wind and water. 

                                                      
69 See section 5.5. 
70 Korhonen 2017, 41. 
71 Bjørn 2018, 11.  
72 “The Third Industrial Revolution: A Radical New Sharing Economy,” YouTube video, 1:44:58, posted by “VICE” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QX3M8Ka9vUA&t=1452s. Acc. 13.02.19. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QX3M8Ka9vUA&t=1452s
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It is, in theory, possible to benefit from the “infinite” source of renewable energy that the sun sends 

to execute all the steps involved in a cyclical production line. This way, the total energy consumption 

used to run a CE including the expected energy losses due to entropy, will over time, and results in 

a net-zero environmental impact regarding energy consumption. This is possible since the sun, the 

external entity of our closed system, provides abundant energy without demanding any matter in 

exchange. This result will even be further accentuated after the conclusion of a transition period, 

where even the technology used in implementing CE themselves get manufactured and maintained 

using renewables energy. The only constant is therefore the amount of materials found within the 

system which will stay unchanged since the creation of the solar system. Plastic recycling for energy 

recovery should therefore not be the aim of CE as it is less desirable to create energy out of finite 

raw materials when the same energy can be extracted from the sun, wind and water. It will require 

advancement in effective storage and distribution of solar, wind and water energy during night time 

or under eventual prolonged bad weather conditions. 

5.3.3 Spatial and temporal limitation 

From a macro-systems perspective, CE needs a global reach to be effective. This would require the 

refactoring of the global industrial structure, infrastructure system, cultural framework and social 

system.73 If implemented, these changes will take place incrementally, meaning that, over a 

transition period, cities, regions, countries will undoubtedly be at different levels of CE adoption. 

CE spatial limitation is unveiled when activities such as physical flow of raw material or combustibles 

within a circular economy are not checked against the full cycle of the product system. These 

activities do not stop at the man-made boundaries between cities, regions, and countries. It is 

therefore important to consider the environmental ramification of all process steps at a global level. 

This, to avoid that distances blurs the fact that what is coined as sustainable development for one 

region might be detrimental for the environment of another.  

Similarly, the temporal limitation of CE, dictates that those same activities should not compromise 

the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. The core principles of reuse, 

remanufacturing and recycling are primordial for lifting the temporal limitation. Another temporal 

                                                      
73 Ghisselini et al. 2016, 22. 
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aspect of interest in CE is the one related to product durability. A product system that creates 

products of low durability is less sustainable. This is of greater importance today, where recycling 

seldom recreates the good quality raw materials that went into a product. This is in C2C called down-

cycling. This gradual degradation of the virgin plastic raw material is due to many parameters as 

additives, toxin, contamination and poor plastic waste sorting. This means that some business 

models for example planned obsolescence, will have to be stopped with regulations while other 

concepts like the right-to-repair, will have to be promoted through regulations. This is especially 

important for the support of the rising “sharing economy” that would require fewer products to be 

used by more consumers over a shorter period.74 

CE must envisage solutions for global in-equity and intergenerational equity, where current 

investments should be studied for their long-term and widespread impact on the environment.75 

5.3.4 Limits set by the physical economic growth 

By 2050, the world’s population is expected to reach 10 billion people.76 This increase in population 

of approximately 1 billion people per decade over the next 3 decades will undoubtedly set its toll 

on the already pressured world resources. To top this, the growing living standard and purchasing 

power due to the constant fall of extreme poverty77 and the increasing life expectancy will even 

further accelerate the depletion of the global natural resources.78 As physical economy growth is 

trying to keep-up with these numbers, more efficiency methods gets applied to increase reuse, 

remanufacturing and recycling. High economic efficiency, which is the ratio between the 

environmental impacts per unit of production, is known to be connected to two limits if left 

unchecked. On the one hand it can cause a rebound effect, where consumption increases when the 

environmental impact gets further minimalized, and on the other hand it can cause the boomerang 

effect, where high economic efficiency in one region is achieved on the detriment of another and 

those negative side-effects cycle back to the region that achieved the high efficiency.  

                                                      
74 “The Third Industrial Revolution: A Radical New Sharing Economy,” YouTube video, 1:44:58, posted by “VICE” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QX3M8Ka9vUA&t=1452s. Acc. 13.02.19. 
75 Andrady 2015, 31. 
76 United Nations. See: “World population prospects.” 
77 Rosling 2018, 52. 
78 Rosling 2018, 55. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QX3M8Ka9vUA&t=1452s
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For CE to become a long-term sustainable development standard practice that solves the 

intergenerational sustainability goal, it would have to be paired with an ideal set of sustainable 

consumption practices. The predominant consumption culture that is currently upheld by the linear 

economy will need to cede the field to a circular economy. 

5.3.5 Path dependencies and technological lock-in 

Continuous innovations in everything related to CE over time is expected. However, the adoption of 

breakthrough solutions is often slow as a shift, no matter how small, could be introducing unknowns 

to any functioning process. Technological innovations within the field of plastic recycling that are 

proven to be economically, ecologically and socially superior to current alternatives will not 

necessarily gain mainstream adoption. This is true for all markets, where changes in the current 

operational routines could jeopardize the substantial initial investment in the current production 

systems as sorting facilities, reprocessing plants, incineration plants. A risk-based approach to 

incremental adoption centered on a cost/benefit assessment of many stakeholders within the whole 

supply chain is needed. 

5.3.6 Limits of organizational governance and management 

CE is composed of multiple organizations providing resources or services to each other in order to 

ultimately provide a product or service to the consumer. Sustainability will not be achieved in such 

a system without a holistic approach, where inter- and intra-organizational cooperation between 

supplier(s), producer(s) and consumer(s) are not in place. The whole supply chain plays an important 

role in the sustainable development and consumption. This holistic view can only be achieved if 

transparency and governance are adopted by all stakeholders. The estimated environmental impact 

of any isolated step in the whole supply chain needs to be known and shared to better ascertain 

sustainability. This requires broad organizational sustainability management among others. 

5.3.7 Limits of social and cultural definitions 

Waste is perceived differently across cultures. Depending on which part of the world that is in focus, 

waste for one region might be perceived as a resource, raw materials or energy for the other region. 

The physical material flows are difficult to define universally due to cultural and societal 

discrepancies. Therefore, the cultural dimension needs to be considered in any attempts to describe 

CE. The earlier discussed temporal and spatial dimensions are only some of the needed focus. 
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Working on the transition of CE from community to community and in accordance to their cultural 

differences is also necessary. 

5.4 Innovation in sustainability 

The development of environmentally sustainable product and service in an organization is typically 

seen as being mutually exclusive with costs in training, manufacturing, time, and infrastructure. A 

decision to down prioritize sustainability often erupts from the impact that the assumed 

accumulated costs would have on the end product and its competitiveness. This in turn causes most 

companies to push sustainability in the background as efforts done for its expansion becoming 

connected to the organization or company's Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) strategy. 

According to Nidumolu (2009), this perception cannot be further away from the truth.79 

Instead, Nidumolu (2009) argues that by treating sustainability as a goal early on would develop the 

needed core competencies that peers in the industry will eventually have to replicate. As we learn 

that sustainability is an integral part of any development process, it will become a key competitive 

advantage to reduce resource consumption in all aspects of a supply chain. Innovation in 

sustainability today is the business of tomorrow. Nidumolu (2009) captures the five stages journey 

an organization would typically go through to become innovative in sustainability.  

1. The numerous regulations created to favor environmentalism in supply chains will only 

increase. Seeing this inevitably increasing ruleset and standardization requirements as an 

opportunity to build-up market differentiation and allow early complying companies to act 

on emerging opportunities surrounding the regulation.  

2. While analyzing each link in its value chain, each organization will find numerous ways to 

further reduce its consumptions of renewable and non-renewable resources. The 

environmental focus implies the adoption of LCA will help identify the resource footprint of 

the whole supply chain. The latter makes it possible to link the sustainability initiative with 

their aim and business growth.  

3. Stage three will usually begin when the organization embraces sustainability by design, 

where product life cycles are carefully examined for uncovering sustainability issues. This life 

                                                      
79 Nidumolu 2009, 57. 
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cycle begins with the early design phases of a plastic product or packaging. This in turn allows 

the organization to be fully proactive regarding sustainability.  

4. At this stage, an organization starts to think about new business models related to 

sustainability. The accumulated expertise through the earlier stages listed here, would make 

the organization a relevant advisory entity that could offer professional services in the field. 

Furthermore, the discovery of problems related to sustainability and the value chain and the 

exploration of alternative solutions could unveil new business opportunities.   

5. At this stage, the only thing left to the company is to act on the visions regarding how 

business is to be done in the future. This is where the company innovate in search for the 

next generation's practices in the field of sustainability disrupting industries and their 

competition while reaching out to even more consumers.80  

5.5 Life cycle analysis 

As the interest in sustainability grew in the 1980’s, the need for a way to quantify and measure the 

environmental impact of a production line. The LCA was adopted to respond to this need for impact 

evaluation. By describing the relevant system boundaries, a LCA can be conducted to quantify and 

measure the overall environmental impact of a product or service. 

Various definitions to the term sustainable development have emerged over the years. The 

definitions had, for the majority, three dimensions that now defines the common understanding of 

sustainable development. 

The first dimension is the people dimension, where the focus is on achieving the highest possible 

living standards to the current population. The second-dimension aim is broadening the first 

dimension and add a temporal aspect, where the welfare of future generations is also considered. 

The third dimension ensures that the measures of welfare in the two firsts dimensions are also 

equally distributed between and within nations. A fourth dimension, that is not commonly included 

in sustainability, is the interspecies equity, where the welfare mentioned in the previous three 

dimensions is extended not only to be human centric.81 

                                                      
80 Andrady 2015, 12. 
81 Moltesen and Bjørn 2018, 43. 
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This thesis will focus on the environmental aspects of sustainability that is directly derived from the 

second dimension related to inter-generational equity. 

5.5.1 Measuring the environmental impact 

The IPAT equation, see below, is a simplification highlighting the relation between the most 

important factors found when seeking to achieve high sustainability.82  

𝐼 = 𝑃 ∙ 𝐴 ∙ 𝑇 

Equation 6: Calculation of the environmental impact 

Where 𝐼 is the overall environmental impact, 𝑃 is the population, 𝐴 is the affluence per capita and 

𝑇 the impact per material affluence. The equation defines the environmental impact as being the 

product of the current population, the affluence per capita and the impact per material affluence. 

Knowing the impact can be the first step toward sustainability. 

The technological improvements needed to counter or minimize the impact of raw material and 

energy consumption influences the overall sustainability. The limited possibility to influence the 

population numbers and the unethical limitation in the increasing affluence that is shaping nations 

around the globe leaves with one single parameter to tweak, the technology parameter. 

Manipulating the overall environmental impact, according to the IPAT equation, can only ethically 

be achieved by limiting the impact per consumed product/unit. This would require important 

advancements in technological solution to let alone achieve a status quo, since 𝑃 and 𝐴 are 

increasing, and will continue to do so for the next several decades. Therefore, the important impact 

reduction would in fact only be possible through major technological breakthrough. 

The aim of eco-efficiency ensures the minimization of the environmental impact.83 To assert this 

impact, the LCA method takes a detailed look at the various activities within a supply chain. The 

results of an LCA analysis assists in the decision-making or policy-making process by clarifying which 

path to take to achieve the strongest environmental benefit. 

                                                      
82 Moltesen and Bjørn 2018, 48. 
83 World Business Council of Sustainable Development defined eco-efficiency as achieved when the production 

apparatus can provide competitively priced products that does not affect the earth’s ecological system.  
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Adjusting the dimension of LCA to include a societal dimension84 brought it closer to the “triple 

bottom line” concept. This was coined the Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment (LCSA), that added 

the social and economic dimensions to LCA, which essentially aims at capturing the environmental 

impacts. According to Moltesen, A. and Bjørn, A., (2018) then Kloepffer defined this sustainability 

assessment as the sum of the LCA – environmental impact, the LCC –Life Cycle Costs that quantifies 

all costs connected to the product, and the SLCA (to include the societal angle connected to the 

product life cycle). 

𝐿𝐶𝑆𝐴 = 𝐿𝐶𝐴 + 𝐿𝐶𝐶 + 𝑆𝐿𝐶𝐴 

Equation 7: Equation for life-cycle sustainability assessment 

For the adequate capture of the LCSA, its operands must be calculated by using the same system 

boundaries in all three assessments. Finding the perfect balance between the environmental 

benefit, the economic costs and social impact is a challenging task as moving any of the parameters 

can have negative consequences on the other two. 

As an example, the linear economy is set to minimize the LCC as much as possible, which has resulted 

in countless cases where the recovery from the social and environmental impact was left to be 

addressed by external players. 

However, increasing the eco-efficiency of products and product systems might be insufficient and 

would therefore not necessarily solve the equation either. It is a well-known fact that diminishing 

the impacts or costs can increase the consumption and trigger the “rebound effect.”85 

Moltesen (2018) argues that while LCA may help ascertain the eco-efficiency of a product system, it 

falls short when it comes to adjusting the affluence parameter in the IPAT equation. Such an 

adjustment will require the realization that a service or product is less important and this choice is 

mainly left to the politicians or consumers. 

5.5.2 LCA of Solid Waste Management Systems 

LCA does not solely relate to production systems. It can be used as a tool for accurately assessing 

the environmental impact of all operations involved in solid waste management. In this context, the 

                                                      
84 Moltesen and Bjørn 2018, 51. 
85 Ghisellini 2016, 24. 
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assessment will only estimate the impact of different recycling approaches and could be used to 

choose the environmentally most viable solution. A LCA in waste management will only include the 

subsequent phases found after a product enters its end-of-life phase. The environmental impact 

generated during the preceding phases of a product-life-cycle are excluded for comparability 

purposes. With the upstream steps found prior to the generation of solid waste being out of scope, 

then only the processes and technologies involved in the collection, sorting, reprocessing and 

recycling phases are assessed.  

The European Waste Framework Directive (WFD) describes a waste management hierarchy that 

overlaps with these phases.86 The hierarchy’s goal is to prioritize or promote waste management 

and minimize reuse, recycling and disposal as their environmental impact grows further down the 

hierarchy the waste management gets. 

 

Figure: 3: Waste Management Hierarchy from European WFD 

The best option is to altogether prevent the generation of waste. Therefore, the hierarchy includes 

the prevention at its highest level. However, in order not to extend the system boundaries of a waste 

LCA, this priority is left out. Even though the prevention option is very relevant when LCA focuses 

on a product system, where it could for example be essential in identifying the importance of using 

homogenous plastics during the production in order to enhance the recyclability of a product. The 

results of a waste LCA can be measured against this hierarchy. Where the most valuable options 

                                                      
86 European Commission. See: “Waste framework directive.” Directive 2008/98/EC. 
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among several alternatives can be the one that places highest in the priority order described in the 

hierarchy. 

The European WFD increases the relevancy of waste LCA as the importance of framework’s 

principles continuously grow in tandem with the increasing targets put on recycling in all European 

Member States. For example, by 2020, a goal was set to have 50 percent recycling of household 

waste.87 

This directive also introduces “game changer” polluter pays principle and the extended producer 

responsibility (EPR) which again emphasize the need for conducting post end-of-life LCA of all plastic 

products and packaging. 

A credible LCA is transparent about its goal and scope and defines a Life Cycle Inventory (LCI)88 and 

follows well-defined standard methodology for example ISO 14044:2006.89 The LCI should include a 

detail description of inventory flow within the defined system boundaries. Transparency about 

which processes the flow chart is preferable, as it would disclose what was excluded. The latter 

could hide the fact that an environmental burden is merely shifted outside the defined boundaries. 

Lastly, the Life Cycle Impact Assessment (LCIA) need to be conducted to evaluate and quantify the 

impact at each step present in the LCI. 

6 Sustainability and supply chain management 

Companies do not live on isolated islands cut-off from their surroundings. In fact, the whole supply 

chain of a company plays an essential role in its success. The supply chain is defined by its activities, 

organizations and processes. The effective upstream and downstream collaboration has a major 

impact on a company involved. As Hsuan (2018) described it, “The supply chain is a concept of closely 

coordinated, cooperative networks, competing with other networks.”90 Those networks extend from 

the extraction of a raw material, its use in production, its consumption and its disposal. Partnering 

                                                      
87 EU Waste Framework Directive, Article 11(2) Re-use and recycling, https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-

content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32008L0098&from=EN  
88 NREL. See: “Ecoinvent.”  
89 ISO: Environmental Management—Life Cycle Assessment—Requirements and Guidelines (ISO 14044). ISO, The 

International Organization for Standardization, Geneva (2006). 
90 Hsuan 2018, 15. 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32008L0098&from=EN
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32008L0098&from=EN
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across all these networks in functional teams to share knowledge is common. As an example, the 

upstream exchange of essential knowledge from the recyclers to Fast-Moving Consumer Goods 

(FMCG) companies could help them produce packaging that is designed for recyclability.  

For sustainability purposes, designers from the FMCG companies will need to collaborate with the 

manufacturers and representative from the waste management business as collectors, sorting and 

reprocessing facilities. FMCG’s, manufacturers, retailers, municipalities, waste collectors, sorting 

and reprocessing facilities would all need to work together in their common supply chain. A highly 

coordinated and cooperative supply chain network that strives towards a common goal - including 

a sustainable goal which is partly imposed by the consumers and/or legislative systems, would 

increase its competitiveness over similar networks in the global market. 

The supply chain is a linear sequence of operations organized around the flow of materials from 

source of supply to their final distribution as finished products or services to the consumer. 

Regarding sustainability, activities and process will continue in an open or closed loop system with 

no ending. The raw material input will be produced into a product, which will be consumed and 

become waste and the waste will form the new raw material input to a reused and recycled product. 

The supply chain is active and volatile and working around the clock both upstream and downstream 

again and again.  

Regarding recycling of household plastic waste the attention will be pointed at the reverse logistic 

also called reversed supply chain which will be described in the next section. 

6.1 Reverse logistic or reverse supply chain  

One of the earliest definitions on reverse logistic was given by Lambert and Stock (1981). At that 

time, they described reverse logistic as “going the wrong way on a one-way street because the great 

majority of product shipments flow in one direction.”91 Since then, many new definitions by other 

scholars came out. Then again, almost 20 years later, Stock (1998) revised the original definition of 

reverse logistic to “the role of logistics in product returns, source reduction, recycling, materials 

substitution, reuse of materials, waste disposal and refurbishing, repair, and remanufacturing.”92 

                                                      
91 Rogers and Tibben-Lembke 2001, 129. 
92 Rogers and Tibben-Lembke 2001, 129. 
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Other scholars added the word environment in their definition, as Carter and Ellram (2001) 

definition, “the process whereby companies can become more environmentally efficient through 

recycling, reusing, and reducing the amount of materials used.”93 

The definition by Carter and Ellram (1998) have been questioned by Rogers and Tibben-Lembke  

(2001) and called “green logistics” or “environmental logistics” because it measures the 

environmental impact on logistic activities and not the flow of products going the wrong way on a 

one-way street.94 Another definition of reverse supply chain by Guide (2002) “It is the series of 

activities required to retrieve a used product from a customer and either dispose of it or reuse it.”95 

According to Rogers and Tibben-Lembke’s (2001) research involving 1,200 logistics managers, 

reverse logistic can be divided into two general areas. The product area and the packaging area with 

each its specific reverse logistic activities.96 For the packaging area reverse logistic activities consist 

mainly of reuse, refurbish, reclaim materials, recycle, salvage or landfill. Reverse logistic and green 

logistics have three activities in common which are recycling, remanufacturing and reusable 

packaging.97 

In this paper, all the above-mentioned definitions are boiled down to the flow of product going the 

opposite way in order to promote the recycling of plastic containers and bottles and making the 

reverse logistics activities contribute positively to the environment. This paper leans toward the 

understanding of green logistics as it includes reduction in packaging.98 

Even though nearly half of the logistic managers that participated in Rogers and Tibben-Lembke 

(2001) mail survey responded that reverse logistic was not a priority to their companies, there is 

evidence that this attitude is changing.99 The second most common barrier met when attempting to 

achieve an efficient reverse logistic flow is a company’s own policies, and this too is changing.100   

                                                      
93 Rogers and Tibben-Lembke 2001, 130. 
94 Rogers and Tibben-Lembke 2001, 130. 
95 Guide and Van Wassenhove 2002, 25. 
96 Rogers and Tibben-Lembke 2001, 133. 
97 Hsuan et al. 2015, 269. 
98 Rogers and Tibben-Lembke 2001, 130. 
99 Rogers and Tibben-Lembke 2001, 143. 
100 Rogers and Tibben-Lembke 2001, 143. 
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The five key components in a reverse supply chain suggests the following structure to recover 

value:101 

1. Product Acquisition – Quality, quantity and timing/collection of product returns. 

2. Reverse Logistics – Transported to a facility for inspection, sorting and disposition. Each 

reverse logistic design is different depending on the product. 

3. Inspection and Disposition – Testing and sorting are labor-intensive but use of technology 

and automated facility is the way forward. 

4. Reconditioning – reconditioning and remanufacturing are less predictable because of 

uncertainty of time, quantity and quality of the returned product. 

5. Distribution and Sale – is there a demand and a market for the recycled product. 

The most successful companies involved in a reverse supply chain are those coordinating with their 

forward supply chain as in a closed loop system.102 It means that the producers and manufacturers 

design for recycling and perceive the raw material used in a product as a retrievable value. Such 

forward thinking pays big dividends.103 A closed loop system consists of two supply chains, one 

pushing products forward and a reverse one that re-acquires the used products.104,105  

Jayaraman and Luo (2007) argue that reverse logistics belongs to the company’s distinctive 

capabilities and is therefore difficult to imitate, transfer or substitute.106 

Companies are realizing they are responsible for their products’ packaging and are now encouraged 

by EPR to act responsible. They are beginning to see their product waste as valuable source of 

material and are now embarking on reverse supply chain as a strategic activity that needs long-term 

planning to obtain supply chain competitive advantage.107  

                                                      
101 Guide and Van Wassenhove 2002, 26. 
102 Guide and Van Wassenhove 2002, 26. 
103 Guide and Van Wassenhove 2002, 26. 
104 Hsuan et al. 2015, 270. 
105 Halldórsson, Kotzab and Skjøtt-Larsen 2009, 85. 
106 Halldórsson, Kotzab and Skjøtt-Larsen 2009, 85. 
107 Hsuan et al. 2015, 273. 
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Many companies have discovered that they can regain value from their products when it reaches 

its end-of-life.108 The products can be repaired, refurbished and its subcomponents can be reused 

and act as new spare parts. Although being a solution, then there are many challenges in providing 

a consistent volume and quality of used plastic products and packaging to feed a reversed supply 

chain.109 This is because of, it is impossible to accurately forecast or predict the generated waste 

amount.  

6.2 Centralized reverse supply chain 

The collection, sorting and redistribution of returned plastic products could be externalized as a 

third-party operator could be invited to deal with the intricacies of that part of the reverse supply 

chain. Allowing different players in the supply chain to specialize in each their fields. As such, an 

organization could centrally handle the return flow in a closed loop system while the other continues 

with its focus on its manufacturing and product design.  

The Danish breweries are an example of such a system where Dansk Retursystem A/S (See Appendix 

12) handles the collection and sorting of PET bottles and aluminum cans. In such a reverse supply 

chain a third-party will be dedicated to its processes and will have investments made, knowledge 

accumulated, and the resources needed to adequately handle return of plastic products and 

packaging. Third-party Logistics (TPL) providers can play an important role as a value-added service 

in the reverse supply chain because it offers scale of economies.110 One example is Stena Recycling. 

The centralization of such operations means that manufactures from different - and sometimes 

competing, supply chains will share the TPL. 

6.3 Decentralized reverse supply chain 

In a decentralized model, plastic waste is collected at multiple points involving various actors in the 

supply chain (recycling centers or vending machines). The returned items are evaluated before they 

are channelized to the appropriate further processing. This evaluation must be performed by the 

same actors mentioned above and will therefore need alignment for providing a consistent output 

                                                      
108 Hsuan et al. 2015, 272. 
109 Hsuan et al. 2015, 273. 
110 Hsuan et al. 2018, 276. 
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upstream (reverse flow). The choice of centralized or decentralized depends on the opportunity to 

scale the collection, sorting and further transfer of the returned item for processing versus the costs 

of having sufficient resources and capabilities at multiple return points.111 

The marginal value of time is an important concept in reverse supply chains as often the value of 

product can be lost because of inefficiencies in the return systems. However, used plastic products 

and packaging have a low marginal value of time which means that time is not a critical parameter 

for product value when designing the reverse supply chain.112 

According to Hsuan et al. (2018), then time sensitivity impact of the returned product can be 

relevant when opting for a centralized or decentralize reverse supply chains. 

● Innovative products require a supply chain which is responsive and fast (decentralized) 

● Functional products require an efficient supply chain due to products of low costs 

(centralized) 

“When time is not an issue, but cost reduction is, then the reverse supply chain is centrally 

organized.”113 

6.4 Sustainable supply chain management 

Taking the triple bottom line principles into the supply chain management concept will lead to 

sustainable supply chain management and is defined by Halldórssón as: “Collaboration among 

supply chain members within all activities, that concern the delivery of environmentally and socially 

responsible products and services to the end customer, as well as obtaining acceptable profit and 

information in the supply chain.” 114 

Sustainability can be implemented in the supply chain management using three different 

approaches:115 

                                                      
111 Hsuan et al. 2018, 277. 
112 Hsuan et al. 2018, 278. 
113 Hsuan et al. 2018, 279. 
114 Halldórsson, Kotzab and Skjøtt-Larsen 2009, 86. 
115 Halldórsson, Kotzab and Skjøtt-Larsen 2009, 90. 
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- An integrated strategy, where sustainability is fully consistent with SCM. It includes social 

and environmental impacts for SCM e.g. reverse logistic, products stewardship and green 

SCM. 116 

- An alignment strategy, where sustainability is complementary to the traditional SCM and 

focus on costs, service, trade-offs and co-operation with the suppliers. As the triple bottom 

line and CSR. 

- A replacement strategy, where the traditional SMC concept is replaced by an alternative 

approach to cope with environmental and social aspects. As carbon footprint, local-to-local 

approach instead of global-to-local (Food must be produced locally, and packaging is at a 

minimum). 

7 Recycling plastic waste 

Over the past 60 years, plastic production has continuously increased. This is not surprisingly due to 

its inexpensive price, easy manufacturing, and adjustable properties as lightweight, flexibility, 

durability. The presence of polymers in plastic products varies from less than 20 percent to 100 

percent, where the remainder is defined by additives.117 

Additives are added to the polymers in order to provoke chemical reactions that would impact the 

properties of these polymers. Properties such as, stiffness, strength, general durability, thermal 

resistance, impact resistance, resistance to flexure and wear, acoustic isolation, can be obtained by 

adding any of these three types of additives: Inorganic, organic or organometallic.118 

The most adequate recycling technique depends on several factors related to the plastic waste. 

Purity of the polymer, its chemical composition and what additives had previously been added to 

the polymeric material are all important influential factors. 

The purity of the plastic is directly connected to how miscible the polymeric materials in the plastic 

waste are. The more homogeneous the plastics then the less important is the need to use 

compatibilizers, which would otherwise be needed to counter the presence of polymers with 

                                                      
116 Halldórsson, Kotzab and Skjøtt-Larsen 2009, 90. 

117 Francis 2016, 3. 
118 Francis 2016, 6. 
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incompatible chemical structure. Furthermore, the continuous but slow degradation of polymers 

due to oxygenation can be delayed using restabilization methods. Finally, fillers and modifiers of 

several types can be added to improve the overall performance of thermoplastics without significant 

cost increases.119 

All the above contributes in minimizing the poor mechanical properties of the recycle raw materials 

and the uncertain economic value that could restrain the broad usage of the recycled plastic. 

Various equipment is involved during the processing of polymers with additive products. The 

incorporation of additives in polymers is done with volumetric devices, gravimetric feeders, 

blenders and level sensors. 

The above-mentioned equipment suggests that the reprocess plastic waste is undertaken to be 

recycled is not connected to small initial investments. The procurement costs connected to the 

reprocessing alone are important. In addition to the needed analysis of the polymer prior to 

choosing the most adequate recycling path, the energy required to conduct the reprocessing, and 

the costs of the additives could ultimately make recycling a less profitable alternative compared to 

incineration. This observation underlines that recycling plastics or its incineration is often debated 

to unveil which has the greatest environmental benefit.120 

7.1 Plastic recycling methods 

Municipalities in Denmark have several options managing the solid waste of their households. The 

Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) – also referred to as trash or garbage, can be collected for incineration 

(burned for energy recovery), recycling (exported abroad for recycling)121 and landfilling. The many 

fractions of materials collected and how clean each fraction is, together with the volume decides on 

how complex and effective the reprocessing into recycle plastic can be. 

As plastic waste can consist of many types of plastic types mixed together the most important step 

is to sort the different plastic types into clean streams of example HDPE, PP or PET plastic polymer 

and second to obtain huge volume of each fractions to make it a feasible business. This sorting can 

                                                      
119 Sankar 2016, 12. 
120 Merrild et al. 2012, 1009. 
121 Miljøstyrelsen. See: “Waste Statistics 2016.”, 12. 
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be done using mechanical equipment as infrared spectral signature. Depending on which type of 

plastic polymer is found in the plastic waste and if some plastic types are even recyclable, it is 

decided whether to be recycled, incinerated or placed at landfills.  

It is important to note that most of the plastic waste has not reached its end-of-life but only the 

performance. The plastic product or packaging might still be intact when entering the waste 

management infrastructure. This is mainly because the plastic product and packaging are not 

designed only to be used one time but as one of the many great properties of plastic it is resistant 

and durable for a long time. That is why the focus on single-used plastic product and packaging are 

gaining much attention. The packaging last longer that it needs to for a single-use purpose. Low 

price on virgin plastic make this reality possible not to consider designing for recyclability. But now 

time have changed, and climate change is a reality and infinite resource has gone to be scarce 

resources. Natural resources must be fully exploited before end-of-life if even. Recycling of plastic 

waste depending on the quality is necessary and high environmental savings and financial revenues 

are possible.122  

The different recycling processes based on the quality of the plastic waste are primary (re-extrusion) 

for industry, secondary (Mechanical recycling) for household, tertiary (Feedstock or chemical 

recycling) or quaternary (Energy recovery).123 

Secondary recycling involves sorting and reprocessing steps to produce single-polymer pellets, 

granulates or flakes for use in new recycled plastic products. The plastic is sorted at a Material 

Recovery Facility (MRF) often using infrared (NIR) scanners. Mono plastic enters individual 

reprocessing lines that include: Washing, Grinding/shredded, Ferrous and non-ferrous metal 

separation, Floating, Drying and Pelletizing.124 

If the plastic waste is too mixed due to insufficient sorting, then it will not be economically feasible 

to recycle.125 This is due to the resulting low quality that comes from melting together different type 

of plastics, which in turn make the low quality recycle plastic not able to compete with virgin plastic. 

                                                      
122 Faraca et al. 2019, 299. 
123 Faraca et al. 2019, 300. 
124 Faraca et al. 2019, 301. 
125 Faraca et al. 2019, 305. 
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This can partially be solved by adding fillers or virgin resins and compatibilization, which may 

consequently increase the recycling costs. Faraca G. (2018), notes that recycling plastic waste is cost-

effective if it comes in large quantity, which is a challenge in smaller countries. However, in the case 

of a small country like Denmark, with its high standards of living, then its plastic waste generation 

is still among the highest per capita in Europe with 781 kg/capita.126 

A decrease in oil prices means an equivalent decrease in prices of recycled pellets in order to stay 

competitive. However, the cost of recycling would remain constant.127 Exporting plastic waste can 

result in higher CO2 emissions and increase the total costs of recycling because of three factors: 

Transporting for longer distance, non-renewable energy in the exported country and smaller credits 

obtained from substitution of energy.128 

7.2 Incineration of plastic waste 

Incineration of plastic waste produces more than three times more energy when compared to other 

fractions of materials.129 This is an interesting fact and a major reason why incineration is currently 

the predominant waste management strategy in Denmark – even though the recommendation is to 

only incinerate the plastic waste if it is highly mixed or contaminated. 

Incinerating plastic waste contributes in the creation and release of particulates as microscopic 

particles of soot to the environment, where they are known to cause respiratory and other health 

problems.130 According to McDonough and Braungart (2008), incinerating valuable materials are 

because they are flammable and “were never designed to be safely burned, they can release dioxins 

and other toxins when incinerated.”131  

The benefit of recycling household plastic waste is manifold, but aside from avoiding the release of 

toxins due to incineration and in regard to the release of CO2, then two distinct purposes stand out: 

● Avoid CO2 emissions by incineration. 

                                                      
126 Eurostat - Statistics Explained. See: “Municipal waste statistics.”  
127 Faraca et al. 2019, 306. 
128 Faraca et al. 2019, 306. 
129 Gradus et al. 2017, 23. 
130 McDonough and Braungart 2008, 32. 
131 McDonough and Braungart 2008, 55. 
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● Avoid CO2 emissions by production of virgin plastic material.132  

Recycling 0,75 metric ton of plastic waste yields 0,2 metric ton of CO2.133 This means that for 

Denmark’s case, then the recycling of 40,000 metric tons of plastic waste collected at municipalities 

will produce around 10,000 metric tons of CO2 yearly. 

8 Consumer behavior and recycling plastic waste 

The sorting of waste at the source is primordial to increasing household plastic waste for recycling 

as plastic waste will otherwise be used for energy recovery. A positive attitude toward high quality 

source separation of household waste is not alone enough to generate higher recycling. Rather, this 

cherished attitude needs the support of a set of preconditions to help act on those good 

intentions.134 

In the early 1990’s, Thøgersen (1994), studied how Danish municipalities attempted to employ 

source separation programs for household waste with the aim to increase recyclable fraction of 

MSW for environmentally sound treatment. Thøgersen (1994) addressed the motivational concerns 

of the consumers and the factors that influences a household’s behavior to sort its waste for 

recycling.135 

8.1 Consumer behavior frameworks 

The analysis section of the thesis compares the theoretical frameworks described by three different 

authors in their studies of consumer behavior. Thøgersen (1994), Ertz et al. (2017), and Kahn et al. 

(2018) each defined a model that was found to have a substantial overlap between their building 

blocks. 

This thesis looks at consumer behavior models as a theoretical foundation for the thesis theme, 

consumer behavior. The aim is to attempt to extract all the relevant aspects in these and expose 

which preconditions are the most important to look at when attempting to influence an individual 

to adopt an active recycling behavior. 

                                                      
132 Gradus et al. 2017, 22. 
133 Gradus et al. 2017, 25. 
134 Thøgersen 1994, 145. 
135 Thøgersen 1994, 158. 
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8.1.1 Thøgersen’s frame of reference 

The framework of reference defined by Thøgersen (1994), decouples the ability and opportunity 

from the intention, suggesting that they influence the behavior but not the intention.  

𝑀𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛[𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒(𝐵𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑓𝑠 + 𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠) +  𝑆𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚)] +  𝐴𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 

+  𝑂𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑦  𝐵𝑒ℎ𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑟136 

Equation 1: Representation of Thøgersen's behavioral frame of reference 

 

Where motivation is described as encapsulating the norms, values, beliefs and evaluations of the 

outcomes done by the individual. The ability represents the degree to which the behavior can be 

carried out, and the opportunity is defined by the subjective - i.e. the perceived - opportunities, and 

objective influences to perform the behavior. 

In the representation above, the attitude of the individual is formed from their beliefs and 

evaluations. The intention is itself formed by the attitude and the social norms. All these building 

blocks are grouped under the term motivation. Motivation is then positively influenced by the ability 

of the individual and the opportunity brought by the surroundings. Not expressed in the 

simplification above, is the existence of a feedback loop from behavior and back to ability and 

beliefs, which accentuates the positive loop that emerges from developing sound recycling habits 

and increased knowledge about recycling.137 

8.1.2 Ertz et al.’s conceptual model 

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠 + 𝑀𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 +  𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 +  𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑠 

+  𝑃𝐵𝐶  𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛  𝐵𝑒ℎ𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑟 

Equation 2: Representation of Ertz et al.'s Conceptual Model 

Where attitude, as in Thøgersen’s frame of reference, defines the degree to which an individual is 

favorable to the consequence of behavior. The subjective norms cover the impacts exercised on an 

individual through social influence, where the subjects evaluate their social surrounding in an 

attempt to identify whether the behavior is socially accepted or disrespected. Motivation as the 

                                                      
136 Thøgersen 1994, 146. 
137 Thøgersen 1994, 147. 
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driver for the behavioral intention that is formed by the emergence of a need. Lastly, the Contextual 

Factors precondition, which encapsulates the discerned difficulties or barriers that an individual 

might encounter upon acting on the intention.138 

8.1.3 Kahn et al.’s proposed model 

𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 + 𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑠 + 𝑃𝐵𝐶 + 𝑀𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑠 + 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠 𝐴𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠

+ 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒  𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛  𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐵𝑒ℎ𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑟(𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑙

+ 𝑅𝑒𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑒 + 𝐷𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒 + 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑎𝑙)139 

Equation 3: Simplification of Kahn et al.’s Proposed Model 

Where the definition of Attitude, Subjective Norms and PBC correlate well with the other two 

models. Convenience overlaps with previously described concept of contextual factors and 

opportunity but is worded from the subjective perspective of the individual. Moral Norms 

corresponds to the overall influence mentioned in earlier models as social norms and subjective 

norms, which encapsulates the ethic and social responsibility that the individual feels.140 Lastly, 

Consequences Awareness which positively influences the attitude of the individual the more positive 

the outcomes of a behavior are perceived, correlating with the notion of attitude described in the 

other two studied models. 

This proposed model, rightfully highlights that the desired behavior is concerned with recycling and 

that recycling can be achieved in four specific ways: resell, reuse, donate and disposal. 

An overarching model will be presented in the analysis section of the thesis which assembles the 

models described above. For an in-depth description of the common building blocks found in these 

three models, see Appendix 13. 

8.2 Influencing an individual with nudging 

To complement the models studied above, which are all centered on the notion of reasoned action, 

this thesis includes the concept of Nudging. This in an attempt to include yet another facet to what 

                                                      
138 Ertz et al. 2017, 336. 
139 Kahn et al. 2018, 52. 
140 Kahn et al. 2018, 51. 
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alternatives are there to influence for more sorting behavior, which will lead to an increase in plastic 

waste recycling. 

Nudging is defined as “the subtle push given in the proper context, can be exercised on an individual 

to have them act on their intention.” Nudging does not address the reason of a rational being, but 

rather it searches to influence the sub-consciousness into performing a behavior. The criteria that 

we often see associated with nudging are that it should not alter the options available to the 

individual, deprive them of their freedom to choose or relate to neither a prize nor a punishment.141 

Nudging seeks to shortcut the line of thoughts with signals strategically situated in the surroundings. 

This would require the active creation of appropriate signals to influence the individual sorting 

behavior towards more plastic recycling. These can take the shape of signs, physical setups designed 

to promote a behavior and indirect reminders about the norms valued in the context at hand. Timing 

in nudging is crucial as a strategically placed nudge at the right place at the right time could trigger 

the desired behavior.  

The timing in our context is during a sorting situation where individuals are confronted with during 

cooking, emptying grocery bags or moving to a new home. A convenient place is in the kitchen under 

the sink besides the bin for residual and organic waste. 

8.3 Improving household sorting behavior 

Although the framework studied focuses on individual behavior it is safe to expand the notions to 

also apply to a household, given that these are groupings of individuals. It is not the purpose of this 

research to promote sorting behavior but merely to emphasize that better and proper sorting of 

plastic products and packaging at household can increase the amount of plastic waste for recycling. 

However, for completeness here are the aspects that are believed to be relevant in the later analysis 

phase. 

● Increase the sorting ability 

● Form sound beliefs and attitudes toward sorting and recycling 

● Improve the contextual factor and increase opportunities for convenient sorting 

                                                      
141 KL - Local Government Denmark, “NUDGING FOR ØGET AFFALDSSORTERING” 

https://genanvend.mst.dk/media/160754/nudging-en-guide-til-miljoemedarbejdere.pdf. Acc. 14.05.19, 6. 

https://genanvend.mst.dk/media/160754/nudging-en-guide-til-miljoemedarbejdere.pdf
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● Identify and minimize the PBC for sorting 

● Influence the norms at all levels to embrace sorting and recycling 

● Passively influence a household to sort with nudging 

The analysis of how to improve household sorting behavior will start the above list of variables. A 

conceptual model is neither developed nor tested in this thesis, but it merely demarcates what 

variables are prioritized by the author. The hypothesis is that this improving the above indicators 

will also dramatically increase the plastic waste fraction in MSW and ultimately increase plastic 

waste recycling in Denmark. Another hypothesis connected to the above variables is that improving 

these will Increase the conscious consumption of single-use plastic products and packaging. 

9 Analysis 

A set of hypotheses emerged upon closer analysis of the qualitative data set and the literature 

review. This set will guide the subsequent analyses in the thesis. The hypotheses are listed in the 

table below and associated with the overarching theme that each connects to. Each analysis section 

will conclude a theme by going back to its hypotheses. 

No. Section Themes Section and Hypotheses 

H1 9.1 
Supply Chain 

Management 

A waste management based on a centralized reverse supply chain 

could effectively contributes in solving Denmark’s need of more and 

quality recycled plastic 

H2 9.2 
Consumer 

Behavior 

Increasing the consumer’s awareness toward the environmental 

benefits of sorting plastic at the household will increase volume of 

sorted plastic waste for recycling 

H3 9.2 
Consumer 

Behavior 

Providing an infrastructure that facilitates sorting in fractions and 

collection of household plastic waste will positively affect the 

volume of more plastic waste and consequently more plastic 

recycling 

H4 9.3 
Sustainability 

CE 

Environmental, economic and societal benefits will emerge from 

adopting CE in Denmark 

H5 9.4 
Design for 

recyclability 

The availability of fewer polymer types for the manufacturing of 

plastic products will enhance the quality of the recycled plastics 
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H6 9.5 
Waste 

Management 

Increase the recycling of plastic waste from the Danish household 

would require a closer collaboration among stakeholders in the 

plastic producing industry and the plastic recycling industry 

H7 9.5 
Waste 

Management 

In the process of optimizing recycling of plastic waste from 

household, a more transparent and closer collaboration is preferred 

from all stakeholders 

H8 9.5 
Waste 

Management 

A national unified sorting plan, specifying standard sorting criteria 

for plastic and other fractions for the Danish household, across all 

Danish municipalities, will increase the amount of plastic waste 

available for recycling 

Table 3: Hypotheses driving the analysis of this thesis and their main associated theme. 

9.1 The need of a centralized reverse supply chain 

It is already quite challenging to manage and control all the activities related to a global supply chain. 

The processes or organizations involved could be located on different sides of geographical borders, 

subject to contrasting legislations measures or simply connected to distant cultures. Adding the 

reverse supply chain to this equation only accentuates the challenges. Typically, producers and 

manufacturers do not fully consider their products reverse supply chain and the differences it has 

with the forward movement of products. There is a need to look at the supply chain in a holistic 

manner. Today, we are connected to an economy model that provides better standard of living for 

most and yet it comes attached to a set of unwanted consequences, e.g. CO2 emission, resource 

depletion or threatened species.142 Including the reverse supply chain management to the core 

capabilities of every manufacturer would therefore be a first step toward the reduction of these 

unwanted consequences. 

The centralized reverse supply chain is the most adequate logistics approach to handle plastic waste. 

A non-profit TPL provider that specializes in the meticulous sorting of used plastics would be 

preferred. This key player will need major initial investments in technology but will in return be a 

sole provider of plastic sorting and re-processing in the country. This is similar to Dansk Retursystem 

A/S, but with a focus on a broader type of packaging. 

                                                      
142 2019 Report from the UN committee Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem 

Services, https://www.ipbes.net/news/Media-Release-Global-Assessment. Acc. 07.05.19. 

https://www.ipbes.net/news/Media-Release-Global-Assessment
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This way, the technology investments are not duplicated at many locations where the meticulous 

sorting could take place. The qualifications and expertise of the needed workers that performs the 

meticulous sorting is not scattered across many municipalities. Instead, the plastics are accumulated 

and then sent to a central facility for further sorting. This will allow the facility to receive plastic 

wastes from 98 municipalities and therefore reap the benefits of economies of scale. A centralized 

approach is even more relevant since plastic waste value is not time sensitive to the consumer as 

the consumer is not expecting it back in its original form.  

A centralized state-of-the-art sorting and reprocessing plant will be able to manage the needed 

quality and quantity of recycled plastic. However, such a plant should not only be restricted to a 

cluster of 39 municipalities but should instead gradually expand to becoming a national hub for 

sorting and reprocessing plastic waste from household. 

9.1.1 Rechanneling the exported plastic waste 

According to the latest released Waste Statistic, a total of 46,000 tons of plastic products and 

packaging was in 2016 exported for reprocessing in Germany and Sweden.143 The total amount of 

plastic waste generated by the Danish household in 2016 was 40,000 tons.144 CEO, Franz Cuculiza 

from AVL, a Danish recycling company with over 45 years of experience in making plastic granulate 

for recycling from industrial plastic waste, confirms “Capacity [at AVL] is approx. 25,000 tons a 

year.”145 He further elaborate on the number of recycling companies placed in Denmark “Nine 

recyclers of plastic.”146 This is a paradox because there are capacity to handle the household plastic 

waste in Denmark if sorted properly, but the municipalities export it instead and have a high costs 

to get rid of it. How much of the plastic waste is actually recycled when exported is doubtful. 

According to Associate Professor, Thomas Budde Christensen, then it is implied that the export is 

for recycling “[...] when we collect the household plastic in Denmark, we send it to Germany or 

Belgium because we have no upcycling facilities in Denmark.” However, as Thomas Budde 

                                                      
143 Miljøstyrelsen (The Danish Environmental Protection Agency) See: “Waste Statistics 2016.” 45. 
144 Miljøstyrelsen (The Danish Environmental Protection Agency) See: “Waste Statistics 2016.” 22. 
145 Appendix 4, 82. 
146 Appendix 4, 82. 
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Christensen continues, “And from there, it's often exported out of EU.”147 and later adds, “The 

problem by having it [reprocessed] in other countries is that you lose track of where it ends up, and 

you don't know if it's exported to China, and then incinerated there.”148  

The Danish municipalities lose control of what is actually being done to the exported plastic, they 

think it is recycled but according to statistical overview only 12 percent is actually being recycled in 

2016.149 Skepticism is certainly not uncalled for, as multiple trust issues has come to light from the 

import/export of plastic waste, which lead China to close its borders to foreign waste altogether, or 

which leaves untreated mixed plastic waste sold as premium plastic waste stuck in Poland or Hong 

Kong.150 

Given the above-mentioned total amount of exported plastics and given that the costs of exporting 

1 metric ton of plastic is between DKK 800-2,000.151 A calculation of the total cost the municipalities 

collectively use to get rid of Danish household plastic waste for intended recycling abroad is 

therefore between DKK 36-92 million yearly. That is many millions that are used each year for only 

reprocessing 12 percent of the plastic waste. Instead, those yearly costs could be used to build a 

state-of-the-art plastic sorting and reprocessing plant in Denmark, which would also create jobs and 

push ahead innovations in the recycling industry. 

It can be concluded that the hypothesis H1 is confirmed as a waste management based on a 

centralized reverse supply chain could ensure a positive return on investment and efforts. 

Furthermore, it would contribute to a halt of the expensive and unreliable export of plastic waste. 

9.2 Influencing behavior toward sorting of used plastic 

The behavioral frame of reference assembled for this thesis, Figure 4.,152 combines elements from 

the studied behavioral frameworks and suggests that four preconditions directly assists in realizing 

                                                      
147 Appendix 2, 28. 
148 Appendix 2, 43. 
149 Miljøstyrelsen (The Danish Environmental Protection Agency) See: “Waste Statistics 2016.” 47. 
150 Sky News, 2018. See: “Dirty Business: what really happens to your recycling.” 
151 Appendix 3, 56. 
152 cf. Thøgersen 1994, 146; Ertz et al. 2017, 338; Kahn et al. 2018, 56. 
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the desired behavior of careful sorting of plastic waste. The preconditions are: Ability, Perceived 

Barriers, Attitude and Norms. 

 

Figure 4: Composition of variables analyzed in this thesis in an attempt to improve sorting of plastic waste 
at the household for recycling. 

A solid influence for more plastic sorting in households requires the following actions corresponding 

to preconditions assembled for the context of this thesis (See Figure 4). Some of these are further 

discussed in the following sections. 

1. Ability: Increase the recycling ability 

2. Attitude: Form sound beliefs and attitudes toward recycling 

3. Context: Improve the contextual factor and increase opportunities for convenient recycling 

4. PCB: Identify and minimize the PBC for recycling 

5. Norms: Influence the norms at all levels to embrace recycling 

6. Nudging: Passively influence the members of a household for recycling with nudging 

9.2.1 Increasing the recycling ability 

The resulting behavior generates two feedback loops that influence the original ability and attitude 

(via beliefs)153 of the individuals. This contributes in increasing the plastic waste fraction. One 

feedback represents the forces of habit and task knowledge that increases as the behavior becomes 

more and more second to nature. The other feedback represents the increase resulting from the 

                                                      
153 Thøgersen 1994, 146. 
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possibility to positively evaluate the outcome of the behavior. Together, the two speaks length 

about the focus needed on how to increase the individual’s ability, i.e. knowledge and habits of 

plastic waste sorting to promote the behavior.  

In Sweden, this is done by periodically reminding households of how to sort waste fractions using 

printed pamphlets on the matter.154 As an example, VA SYD,155 a municipal waste collecting 

company in Skåne, Sweden sends out 9 times a year to all households, tips about how to sort MSW 

are clearly explained, including sorting of used plastics. This simple initiative helps in reminding the 

households about the aim of the behavior and includes technicalities surrounding the task to 

increase the knowledge of, for example, how to properly sort products or packaging made of 

multiple materials.156  

9.2.2 Increasing the opportunities for convenient recycling 

External factors can encourage or hinder the behavior. Various obstacles can emerge and discourage 

the consumer from realizing the intent to sort the waste. Elements playing a direct role in sorting 

waste is the convenient place and easy access to the multi-compartment waste bins. Furthermore, 

the right balance between the amounts of collections within a week versus the level of waste in a 

recyclable bin is important. With Internet-of-Things, then new possibilities emerge in achieving the 

perfect collection frequency. Sensors in waste bins at common recycling places can detect whether 

a bin is full. This would increase the opportunity factor for proper and correct sorting of waste 

fractions and reduce misplacing of waste products and packaging because of overload. 

Regardless of what solution is implemented to make it more convenient to sort plastic waste for 

recycling then one thing is clear, as stated by Special Consultant, Nana Winkler from the Danish 

Waste Association (DWA) “Easy [waste management] is a very very important point. But the other 

one is the citizen's involvement. Get them involved in designing the whole system and what makes 

sense for them, and how do they want to have it so that they feel ownership.”157 

                                                      
154 VA SYD. See: “Hållbart från VA SYD.” 
155 VA SYD. See: “Om VA SYD.” 
156 Appendix 6. See: “VA SYD Printout.” 03.19. 
157 Appendix 3, 69 
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Furthermore, in relation external factor, then legislations are, according to Ertz et al., an important 

factor to influence the consumer behavior related to consumption of reusable containers.158 Ertz et 

al. suggests the enactment of positively framed laws and regulations that underlines the 

environmental advantages of reusable plastic products and packaging instead of bans and fines. The 

same legislative approach could be used for the promotion of plastic sorting at households. 

9.2.3 Minimizing the perceived recycling barriers 

The external elements that are either perceived as facilitators or barriers by consumers are 

important variables in achieving the desired behavior. Facilitating the re-use and removing the 

barriers will greatly impact the motivation and the perceived control of these. Complicating the 

access to single-use plastic products and packaging (or increasing their costs) would create barriers 

and influence the individuals to steer away. The inconveniences will increase the appeal of 

alternative products. For sorting of plastics, then, as stated by Special Consultant Nana Winkler, 

then “[…] even though you have the bin for plastics, people only put 40 percent of their plastic waste 

into that bin. 60 percent are still in the residual waste.”159 

9.2.4 Influencing the social norms to embrace recycling 

The expected outcome of the behavior has a great impact on this subjective consideration. The 

norms surrounding the individual has also a considerable influence. An example of the importance 

of the norms is the case of Afroz Shah, an Indian lawyer, who took it upon himself to single-handedly 

clean-up a beach covered with waste near the city of Mumbai.160 Afroz Shah was joined by many 

volunteers and collected over 4,000 tons of trash and plastic waste which have washed up on the 

beach. Afroz Shah’s efforts sought no financial reward, which didn’t go unnoticed in a culture where 

financial compensation is expected for active participation.161 Instead, he went against this notion 

and helped to popularize the viral #trashtag challenge that would get more and more people 

worldwide to take a stance against plastic waste littering in the environment. This trend helps the 

                                                      
158 Ertz et al. 2017, 341. 
159 Appendix 3, 62. 
160 UN Environment. See: “Champions of the earth - Afroz Shah.” 
161 Kahn et al. 2019, 56. 
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collective awareness and slowly shift in our social norms in favor for recycling as our peers gradually 

disapprove otherwise. It is about leading by example and feeds the precondition called Norms.  

Although not directly tied together, the challenges of plastic littering in the environment and plastic 

sorting for recycling are clearly interdependent, as purposefully channeling plastic waste for 

recycling would reduce the amount that ends in the environment or vice-versa. 

9.2.5 Conclusion of consumer behavior 

The three studies intersect on their attempt to define what could be done to encourage an individual 

to behave in a more environmental conscious way. Even though the studies (Ertz et al., Kahn et al., 

and Thøgersen) each put forward a slightly different aim. They are all relevant to this thesis, as they 

draw the common contour of pro-environmental behavior framework. Ertz et al., attempts to study 

the intention to increase the consumption of reusable containers. Thøgersen, focuses on improving 

sorting of household waste for recycling and Kahn et al., looks at the overall recycling behavior as 

composed of resell, reuse, donate and dispose. 

The actions discussed here should significantly contribute in increasing the consumer’s awareness 

toward the environmental benefits of sorting plastics – as stated in hypothesis H2. As a result, the 

plastic fractions is bound to increase in size. A collective effort to get all households to separate their 

waste will have an even bigger contribution. 

According to the behavior model, then the perceived behavioral control and the actual 

opportunities to perform the behavior will also directly be influenced by the infrastructure available 

for sorting plastics. As such, both hypothesis H2 and H3 are confirmed. 

9.3 Plastic recycling in a circular economy 

9.3.1 Policy makers and transitioning to CE 

The European Commission has released an important publication with recommendations on how to 

accelerate the transition to a Circular Economy.162 The recommendations are aligned with three 

                                                      
162 European Commission. 2019. See: “Accelerating the Transition to Circular Economy” Luxembourg: Publications 

Office of the European Union 
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targeted principal stakeholder groups: policy makers (financial and non-financial), financial 

institutions and CE project promoters in the European Union.163 

The aim of the publication is to help accelerate the transition from a linear economy to a circular 

economy by improving the conditions for financing CE projects. The publication argues that current 

regulations, financial risk assessments and market practices are solely adjusted to the current linear 

business model. CE is therefore not on the same playing field as linear economy.164 

To counter this situation, the recommendations that are put forward targeting several stakeholders. 

These are assembled the section targeting the non-financial policy makers.  

Politicians and policy makers in EU member states should, according to the promoted 

recommendations, work on the implementation of such policies at the national, regional and local 

level. This opinion is shared by MP Martin Lidegaard, “[…] think the most important thing to be done 

now in Denmark would be to change the whole way the waste system is organized and regulated 

into a more recycling focused.”165 Implying that a change in Denmark could supported by regulations 

to encourage an increase in recycling. 

No matter how it would politically be shaped, then it is important to re-iterate that CE attempts to 

decouple of the environmental impact from economic growth.166 This implies that austerity 

measures are not the part of the solutions that CE promotes to solve our environmental problems. 

The policies imposed should seek to promote positive actions through information and not seek to 

ban or tax unwanted behavior. This was emphasized on several occasions by MP Martin Lidegaard: 

“I can regulate, but I can also communicate and so I do.”167 To this extent, it is worth noting that a 

differentiated tax on packaging is set on packaging manufacturers was recently introduced in 

Sweden.168 This differentiation means that packaging that are less demanding (in costs, energy and 

                                                      
163 Christensen, 2019, 22. 
164 European Commission, 2019, See: “Accelerating the Transition to Circular Economy.” 42. 
165 Appendix 5, 88. 
166 Dame Ellen McArthur, TED2015, See: “The surprising thing I learned sailing solo around the world.” 14:30, 
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efforts) to recycle get a lower additional taxation, whereas producers of more demanding packaging 

would be required to pay higher taxes per manufactured package confirmed by Press Officer, Håkan 

Ström from (fti). Furthermore, Sweden hopes to achieve an ambitious goal of making all packaging 

recyclable by 2022.169 This is the type of initiatives that Denmark should keep a close eye on. 

9.3.2 Increasing energy savings from recycling 

It is true that if done properly, then short-term advantages can be made from incineration in the 

form of energy recovery used for heat and electricity production. However, incineration is far from 

being the silver bullet in waste management. In fact, it is worth to keep in mind that no matter how 

effective recycling can be it is still fighting a symptom and not the root. Bluntly put, “Recycling is an 

aspirin, alleviating a rather large collective hangover […] The best way to reduce any environmental 

impact is not to recycle more, but to produce and dispose of less.”170 

Nevertheless, recycling saves energy that would otherwise be used to produce virgin plastic. The 

latest released numbers from Miljøstyrelsen for how many metric tons of used plastics were 

collected from households in 2016 is 40,000 tons. If this amount of plastic was used to produce 

plastic products from a 50-50 blend of recycled plastic and virgin plastic. From the graph made in 

(See appendix 11), then this would imply an energy saving of approx. 16 MBTU/103 lbs. or approx. 

10 MWh/ton. This will ultimately mean that from the collected 40,000 metric tons, one could expect 

a saving of 400,000 MWh. An energy saving that is equivalent to the electricity consumption of 

approximately 116,000 Danish households.171 The average electricity consumption per Danish 

household was, in 2016, set to approximately 3,440 kWh.172 

In conclusion, the introduction of circular economy would need to be supported by a political 

leadership that endorses the environmental challenges while it still complies with the economic and 

societal expectation. However, now this will expectedly be emerging from the planet’s needs and 

then by embracing the other dimensions of the triple bottom line. Also, as seen on the example 
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calculation on energy saving, then economic advantages can emerge from CE. Although in rather 

generic terms, then the hypothesis H4 is confirmed.  

9.4 Designing for recyclability 

Plastic packaging’s end-of-life is reached almost immediately after the purchase of a product. This 

is at the core of the make-use-throw away culture is the de facto standard in matured countries. 

The growing population and increased standard of living means that this will increase due to 

increasing consumption.  

The design phase of a plastic product or its packaging and the activities involved in sorting and 

recycling these are interlinked. Separately looking at each phase only makes recycling even more 

complex than it already is. Through this perspective, then the design of packaging based on 

biodegradable materials or biological nutrients is key. Such materials will be consumed by 

microorganisms in the soil or by other animals and quickly return to the biological cycle. Most 

packaging, which is 50 percent of the volume of MSW can be designed as biological nutrients. No 

need for shampoo bottles to last decades or even centuries longer than what came inside them.173 

Households or consumers should strive for the cradle to cradle ideology and make it relate to a 

quality-of-life problem and instead limit the incineration, so all nutrients and material resources are 

not lost and also reducing the production of dioxins that causes cancer from burned plastics.174 

Key players, such as the Environmental Policy Manager, Christina Busk, from the Danish Plastics 

Federation (Plastindustrien) agrees and says that the companies should become better at designing 

products, so they easily can be reused.175 From the email correspondence with Press Officer, Håkan 

Ström, it could be pointed that design manuals addressed to packaging manufacturers were created 

and propagated with the intent to inform producers about best-practices available to them. These 

disclose details about how to circumvent classical issues met by recyclers, such as choice of 

materials, colors and labels.176 
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9.4.1 Promoting fewer polymers during product design 

The ultimate goal of plastic recycling is to always strive to up-cycle the plastic waste. This can only 

be achieved by utilizing clean streams of the same type of plastic. If a clean stream of HDPE plastic 

is contaminated with food, dirt or some other plastic types, then the resulting properties and 

function of the recycled plastic can become uncertain. When mixed, then plastics’ properties are 

not guaranteed and therefore making it less valuable in the production of with recycled materials. 

The recycled plastic should be able to compete with virgin plastic. Therefore, when designing plastic 

products and packaging, several types of plastic types mixed together and not easily separated often 

makes it unfit for recycling. But with modern sorting technology it is possible to reprocess mixed 

plastic waste and even black plastic from household to make new recycled food containers. Færch 

Plast is an example of what technology can do today and will be described later. 

Another thing to have in mind when designing a plastic product or packaging, the more mixed of 

plastic type will also add to the cost of recycling.  

Many stakeholders in the recycling industry demand more plastic products being designed using 

only one type of polymer. To this, the CEO of AVL, Franz Cuculiza, acknowledges that sorting plastics 

by types is the most optimal sorting criteria.177 While the Danish MP, Martin Lidegaard, confirms 

“[…] we need to standardize so you can actually recycle it easily as a producer.”178 then later adds 

“[…] we will wait for EU to make a decision upon mix of the plastic” because “[…] impact would be 

much bigger if we had that on an European level” and “[…] people are telling me that, that decision 

is on its way.”179  

Associate Professor, Thomas Budde Christensen from RUC, also confirms that a more uniformed 

sorting of plastic waste that takes into consideration the type of polymers used, how labels are 

attached and minimizes colorful plastics, would increase recycling and achieve bigger quantities of 

valued plastic waste.180 

                                                      
177 Appendix 4, 82. 
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Implementing regulations or directives will have an immediate effect on the plastic industry and 

recycling industry and impact the stakeholders in the whole supply chain that are eagerly seeking 

for incentives to consolidates their efforts.  

The fast-moving consumer goods companies responsible for the design of their plastic products and 

packaging will be forced design for sustainability. Similarly, retailers that are coordinating the 

production of plastic products and packaging for their own private label such as Änglamark at Coop, 

Denmark will also be influenced to opt for a recyclable option from the production companies. 

Thereby creating a new market for recycled plastic materials in Denmark. 

9.4.2 EPR and design for sustainability 

Furthermore, the upcoming EU directive about extended producer responsibility (EPR) must no later 

than 31st December 2024 be implemented in Danish law.181 This will pressure the FMCG companies 

and retailers to be more conscious of their decision regarding the design in order to achieve 

maximum recyclability. Denmark is the only EU Member State that has not yet implemented the 

EPR principle.182  

As a directive, EPR must be implemented in each EU Member States as national laws and Denmark 

has yet to establish how to implement EPR. Of course, this will need to be adapted to the Danish 

plastic and recycling industries, the different actors in the waste management sector and most 

importantly to defining who will bear the responsibility.183 

Special Consultant, Nana Winkler from DWA commented on why Denmark has not yet implemented 

the EPR system “It's a long history. It’s actually because we have not seen anywhere where it has 

been working.” Nana Winkler elaborated “[…] you could hope that if we implement producer 

responsibility very smart, we might be able to have a market where there are more products on the 

market that have a recycled content within themselves.”184  

                                                      
181 Landbrug & Fødevarer. See: “Udvidet producentansvar for emballage er på vej.” 
182 Landbrug & Fødevarer. See: “Udvidet producentansvar for emballage er på vej.” 
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It is too early to estimate whether the EPR system will have a direct and overly positive impact on 

the quality and quantity of household plastic waste, its sorting and collection. Whether it would 

result in higher recycling of used plastic or not. However, as an advantage to be the last to adopt 

EPR,185 Denmark has many countries to look at for accumulating best-practices. As example, 

Sweden, Germany, Belgium and the Netherlands are front runners in the field of recycling plastic 

waste.186 

9.4.3 Redesign, rethink and innovate 

According to Ellen MacArthur Foundation report (2016), there is a large unexploited economically 

potential within the single-use plastic packaging to be replaced by reusable packaging and by 

adopting reuse models with great benefit to the environment and society.187 

To that extent, MP Martin Lidegaard from Social Liberal Party (SLP), suggested to agree on up to 

four type plastic on EU level so it will be easier to recycle.188 This will make it easier to properly sort 

plastic waste and ultimately help re-introduce a large amount of plastic that is otherwise lost to the 

economy. According to EMF, most of the plastic packaging is only used once and 95 percent of its 

value annually is lost to the economy after its initial use.189 

Combining plastic and aluminum layers are economically and, in some cases, technically 

unrecyclable.190 Avoiding such packaging types and using alternative packaging methods could 

reduce complexity during recycling. Just like asbestos is no longer used in the production of 

construction materials and innovative solutions came along after it was determined that asbestos 

is a cancerous substance.   

                                                      
185 Østergaard, Søren R., Seniorspecialist at Technological Institute (TI). Interview by Louise Lee Chergui. Interview by 
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The economic success of plastic recycling process is highly dependent on its scale.191 This is the main 

economical reason why all of the plastic waste from Danish households needs to be brought to 

sorting and reprocessing plant. 

If a recycled polyethylene terephthalate (PET) is contaminated with just as little as 0,005 percent 

PVC by weight, then this will lead to a significant quality reduction. Emphasizing that meticulous 

sorting of plastic waste is a very important task. The same also applies to single-use food packaging, 

when contaminated with organic, odors can be difficult to separate from the packaging and may 

not be fit for recycling.192 With modern technology at the reprocessing plant this can be improved. 

Replacing plastic packaging made of multiple layers of different materials (multi-material) by one 

material (mono-material) which is more suitable for recycling, would be an important decision in 

designing for recyclability. The pros and cons of both materials should be established with a well-

documented set of best practices for where it is acceptable to use mono-material packaging and 

where it is inevitable to opt for the multi-material to allow producers to evaluate its use on a case 

by case basis. Not surprisingly, putting an economic incentive in the adoption of mono-materials 

would only accelerate its broad adoption. 

Recycling can both be an environmentally attractive and cost-competitive alternative to 

incineration. Innovative thinking, as mentioned in section 5.4, of this thesis, is of great importance 

for achieving the best possible product outcome for the environment and to create a sustainable 

business model. To this length, an idea could be to make detergent packaging and personal care 

packaging to compostable materials after use, because the detergent and shower gel will end up in 

the water supply and can nurture there. It is seen from a cradle to cradle perspective. 

6 kilo of fossil fuel is saved when recycling 100 plastic bottles to new.193 This is a considerable 

amount of energy saved and reduced CO2 emissions. A number that needs to decrease, so that 

Denmark can achieve the recommendation set by the UN body related to climate change, 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPPC) as mentioned by MP Martin Lidegaard, “we have 
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to speed up dramatically. The recommendation from IPCC is to halve the emissions on a global level 

from 2022 to 2030 and then we have to halve it again from 30 to 40 so it's dramatic how much we 

need to change our production patterns, our consumption patterns, the whole way of living.”194 

9.4.4 Packaging re-design 

Packaging design has a direct and significant impact on the economies related to the collection, 

sorting and recycling of plastic waste.195 The following lists the main parameters that can be 

tweaked when designing plastic packaging and is followed by a short discussion on each of these. 

9.4.4.1 Format design 

An improved format design (packaging) of fluid detergent HDPE plastic containers and personal care 

bottles can minimize recycling costs. Examples of format design choices: 

● Form or shape of the plastic packaging 

● Labels, sleeves, inks and direct printing, glues, closures and closure liners, valves, pumps and 

triggers, attachments and tear-offs.  

 

The main goal here is to make separation easy from the labels and use same type of plastic for the 

lid or cap and less colorful packaging. 

9.4.4.2 Polymer choice 

As stated before, recycling plastic with the same type of polymer yields a more valuable output. It 

is therefore a challenging to obtain economies of scale from household plastic waste, where the 

plastic is often mixed, and the quantity of each plastic type is low.196 This is where the notion of a 

limited amount of plastic types is valuable. By limiting the overall amount of possible plastic 

combination available at the design phase, then the plastic waste output would become a less 

chaotic mix of plastic types.  
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This entails the adoption of specific limitations and requirements on the producers of plastic, but in 

practice could be very complex to implement. The ban of some plastic types or combinations will 

undoubtedly meet resistance from plastic producers.  

9.4.4.3 Color choice 

Colored plastic reduces the value of the recycled material. Knowing this, a United States company 

chose not to use colors in their detergent bottles (HDPE). This was done so it could serve again and 

be valuable in an after-use system. Phasing out the carbon black pigment in plastic packaging for 

example in meat trays would reduce losses in the sorting process because of the infrared scanner 

cannot yet detect black colored plastic.197 

9.4.4.4 Additive choice 

Adding additive in plastic products and packaging reduce the value of the recycling plastic and 

certain additives are toxic and affect the density of the plastic.198 Additives are otherwise important 

to assist low quality mixed plastic types to regain some of their positive attributes.  

A collaboration as a cross-team often done in SCM between the plastic product and packaging 

designers and the reprocessing companies would be beneficial to address this specific problem, the 

number of additives added and their impact on the recycled plastic output. Many recycling 

companies like AVL demand more harmonization of the plastic waste. But this is extremely difficult 

to implement because of all the different additives found in the mixed plastic waste.  

One type of recycling method that uses many chemical additives and will add to the cost of the 

recycling process is the depolymerisation method. Depolymerisation is a chemical recycling process 

where the polymers are broken down into their monomer building blocks. This is done to try to 

recover the full value of the plastic raw material.199  

9.4.5 Conclusion of designing for recyclability 

From the above, the design for recyclability is a very important topic. The lack of coordination 

between the producers and recyclers has a detrimental effect on the environment. Collaboration 
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on a macro level is the key as our globalization means that plastic products and packaging made in 

for example Malaysia might be recycled in Denmark. There are clearly many ways that plastic 

packaging could be enhanced to reduce its impact on the environment.  

The upcoming adoption of the EPR principles together with the political good-will encountered to 

impose changes that would impact the design of product packaging is becoming a reality. This 

included the definition of a limited number of plastic types for use in manufacturing and thereby 

pointing at the validity of hypothesis H5. 

9.5 Collaboration among stakeholders 

9.5.1 Collaboration between municipalities 

Since the municipalities in Denmark are responsible of handling plastic waste from their citizen’s 

households and since they share part of the same national community, then it seems natural that 

they would collaborate and share experiences about implementing waste management plans 

among each other’s. Unfortunately, this is not the reality. Associate Professor, Thomas Budde 

Christensen at RUC when asked about the diversity across municipalities claims “[…] it’s the 

municipalities, it’s a bit like small kingdoms in Denmark.”200 Thomas Budde Christensen elaborates 

on the municipalities’ status, “They have authority over many issues which they can deal with 

without having to ask at the national level. They are more free and independent than in other 

countries.”201 

Associate Professor, Thomas Budde Christensen adds “[…] it’s easy to organize collaborations within 

the municipalities that are linked to the same waste company.”202 In this regard, a true collaboration 

amongst the municipalities connected to the same energy recovery plant invites more transparency 

and work in closer collaboration with each other. 

In fact, municipalities tend to compete with each other’s in an attempt to exploit first-mover 

advantage and try to brand themselves. Associate Professor, Thomas Budde Christensen states 
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“Instead, they tend to compete over it and say, well we want to be first with plastics, and then we 

implement it, and then we don’t ask our neighbors.”203 Nationwide, this is arguably a negative 

development. Aside from the important benefits of a national unified waste management plan 

stating how to similar sort the different fractions of waste in each municipality in Denmark. 

Furthermore, there are considerable amount of resource savings by simply sharing the details of 

best practices within a municipality and why. This to simply avoid putting any time or resource on a 

flawed technology or concept. The requirement to increase the inter-municipality collaborations in 

waste management must come from higher political layers.  

9.5.2 Collaboration between designers and waste managers 

Designers of plastic products and packaging needs to rethink their design in order to make it easier 

to sort and recycle used plastic. Designers and waste managers need to collaborate and agreeing on 

a set of standards that the implicit actors should follow. Agreeing on what include an optimal design 

would look like, what it would consist of, and how the product should be labeled will need to be 

evaluated until a solution optimal for the environment is found. Ultimately, a product design that 

embrace a holistic view of the supply chain and satisfy the transition toward a circular economy is 

needed, not tomorrow but today.  

The daunting task that product designer and waste managers would face can also be a major 

drawback. A life cycle analysis of multiple options and the impact assessment of many product and 

production alternatives will vary immensely. However, considering that this collaboration could 

trigger innovation and potentially explore new business models. Once, such a standard is found, 

proven, then adopted, then it could be replicated where applicable. An environmentally and 

economically and socially favorable production design exists, and it needs to be identified with the 

involvement of both sides, manufacturers and recyclers. This sort of collaborations are beginning to 

take place today, even before the introduction of EPR in Denmark, but will take a while to fully 

operate as Special Consultant, Nana Winkler from DWA confirmed, “[...] we [Danish Waste 

Association] can see that, first time ever, producing companies are calling us and asking for advice 

for their products regarding the Danish waste treatment. We did not have that experience before. I 
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think, actually they are flexible, but I think the time it takes them to change might be several 

years.”204 It will take time to agreeing on every last detail in the reverse logistics and to have 

everyone to act according to its role and responsibility, but it will eventually be a reality as EPR 

requires it, before December 2024. Most certainly it will not be taken lightly by the producers either, 

since production schedules are planned years or seasons ahead, which entails early coordinated 

efforts to become and stay compliant. Special Consultant, Nana Winkler from the DWA confirms, in 

this context, the need for planning “As I [Nanna Winkler] understand it takes long time for 

production to change.”205 

Another solution could be to implement a common digital forum for the industry to share 

challenges, solutions and technology. That could be a stepping stone toward collaboration among 

the actors.  

In conclusion, then the closer collaboration among stakeholders in the plastic producing industry 

and the plastic recycling industry will undoubtedly promote common environmental solutions that 

ultimately will result in an increase the recycling of plastic waste from the Danish household. At the 

same time, if such a collaboration is transparent then this will further accelerate the positive 

evolution of recycling in Denmark. This implies a positive outcome for hypothesis H6 and H7. 

9.6 National alignment 

The volume of plastic waste sorted can be increased if the 24 municipalities in Denmark that do not 

implemented a smart waste management plan starts sorting their plastic waste. A potential business 

growth could happen if all 98 municipalities sorted their waste into different fractions. The plastic 

waste fraction for recycling would increase and the total MSW sent for energy recovery would 

consequently be reduced.  

The waste management plan currently deployed at 24 municipalities in Denmark doesn’t channel 

the plastic fraction to recycling and is actually not even sorted at the source. This collides with the 

core principles of a CE, as relying on energy from burning scarce material resources is the epitome 
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of a linear economy. In theory, that energy gained could be completely, or to a great extent, be 

replaced by renewable energy. 

According to CLEAN, which is a world-leading CLEAN TECH cluster in Denmark, only 3 percent of 

plastic waste from the Danish households are actually being sorted and recycled compared to 40 

percent of industrial plastic waste.206 If a nationwide unified waste management plan regarding the 

sorting and collection of used plastic is adopted, then there would inevitably be a higher volume of 

good quality used plastic waste from the households. However, As stated by Faraca et al. (2019) the 

quantity should not be the aim “The resource quality was identified as a driving force towards 

economically and environmentally sustainable recycling, indicating that from a circular economy 

perspective ‘better recycling’ may be preferable over ‘more recycling.’”207 

9.6.1 Local waste management infrastructure 

The handling of household waste in Denmark is done according to the local waste management plan 

of each municipalities. The municipalities either collects the household waste by themselves or they 

hire private collectors to handle the collected. The service level each municipality provide to its 

citizen, in this context, is different. Some municipalities collect as a door-to-door service the sorted 

fractions for recycling, composting (organic waste) or energy recovery (residual waste), while others 

just collect everything as one single fraction. In every municipalities there are recycling centers and 

fixed stations situated in densely populated areas so sorting of different fractions is possible even 

though a door-to-door service is not implemented.208 Altogether, the service level and the 

combinations of sorted fractions varies greatly among municipalities in Denmark and this must be 

addressed to increase quantity and quality of plastic waste for recycling. 

9.6.2 A unified plastic waste sorting plan  

The recycling industry in Denmark demands both more quality and quantity of plastic waste from 

the Danish household, in order to utilize their recycling capacity. Currently this is not met and recycle 

companies are forced to import recycled industrial and household plastic waste or even invest in a 
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reprocessing plant abroad to gain access to a new market.209 This is confirmed by CEO, Franz 

Cuculiza from AVL as “[…] the [Danish household] plastic is not sorted and in bad quality […].”210  

Today, 74 out of 98 Danish municipalities are sorting plastic waste, however the issue is still that 

this is done in seven different ways.211 This asymmetry causes problems when the plastic waste 

enters the recycling process since it is not correct sorted from the household and because Denmark 

currently do not have a state-of-the- art sorting plant that can presort the mixed plastic waste from 

the household. Therefore, the plastic waste is either exported to sorting and reprocessing plants 

and the rest is burned at energy recovery plants in Denmark. This disharmonious waste 

management reversed logistic plan is outdated and follow a linear economy as described earlier. 

This will not continue since EU has introduced recycling targets and CO2 emissions targets as part of 

their EU Waste Framework Directive, all EU Member State must follow, as part of their transition 

towards CE. One of EU targets states that the recycling of plastic waste from household should reach 

minimum 50 percent by 2020, which today accounts for 36 percent.“212 

According to a review made by the European Commission in 2018, Denmark is well on its way to 

achieving these recycling targets.213 – Contrary to a few other Members State.214 But there are 

always room for improvements and as mentioned 24 municipalities still do not sort their household 

waste in different fractions, which makes the household waste unsuitable and undesirable for 

recycling in Denmark because no one of the nine recycler companies have the technology to sort 

and reprocess Danish plastic waste from households.  

National factors supporting a change toward CE are first of all a national unified sorting plan for all 

municipalities, increased demand of recycled plastic products and packaging and equally important 
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engagement from the Danish household that recycling of plastic waste is a must to prevent climate 

change to get worse. Danish Minister, Jakob Elleman-Jensen, for Environment and Food has 

confirmed several times that the Danish municipalities must implement a national unified sorting 

plan to make household waste for recycling easier and more convenient.215 Elleman-Jensen’s plan 

is to gather the stakeholders of the plastic industry, NGO’s and municipalities to find a realistic 

solution for a national unified sorting plan for all fractions in Denmark with the purpose of recycling 

valuable waste materials.216 The challenges of defining a national unified sorting plan is as Associate 

Professor, Thomas Budde Christensen states “It’s very high on the political agenda for municipalities 

currently.”217  

Associate Professor Thomas Budde Christensen from RUC confirmed “[…] the municipalities that are 

linked to Vestforbrænding [Denmark’s largest waste management and energy company], their 

waste management plants are very similar, similar in the sense that typically they would have the 

same fractions to sort out in household, and they would waste treat it similarly. If you look at 

Denmark, we don’t have 98 different systems, but we have, maybe, 20 different systems. But still 20 

are a lot for five million people.”218 CEO, Franz Cuculiza from AVL mentioned a solution to secure a 

similar sorting of household waste “A new law about it is the solution.”219  

CEO, Franz Cuculiza from AVL confirms that the demand for recycled products and packaging needs 

to increase and states “[...] only maximum 5 percent of them [manufacturers]” are interested in 

recycled plastic.220 

In conclusion, there is a broad agreement between politicians, experts and businesses that a 

national unified sorting plan should be a common goal. The municipalities are already engaging in 

regional alignment, but to implement a new smart waste management plan require coordination 

and investments to accommodate all the necessary changes and improvements. Investments of 

multi-compartment waste bins at the household, special trucks for collection with individual space 

                                                      
215 DR Nyheder. See: “Ikke alle kommuner sorterer plastikaffald fra husstande.” 
216 DR Nyheder. See: “Ikke alle kommuner sorterer plastikaffald fra husstande.” 
217 Appendix 2, 21. 
218 Appendix 2, 35. 
219 Appendix 4, 84. 
220 Appendix 4, 78. 
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for the different fractions collected and a new business model of what to do with the different 

sorted fractions. Who should further sort and reprocess the different fractions of waste and is it 

possible to do it inside or outside the Danish borders? Using the waste for energy recovery is not an 

option anymore as the larger part should be recycled according to EU directives and climate change.   

Political actions are being coordinated to accelerate a national unified sorting plan across all 

municipalities in Denmark in January 2019.221 Further acceleration could be triggered by the 

implementation of the EPR latest 2014 and if a state-of-the-art sorting and reprocessing plant was 

available in Denmark.  

Notwithstanding the realization of a national unified sorting plan across all municipalities, then an 

advanced sorting and reprocessing plant is still required, as some consumers do not care about 

sorting and sometimes fractions will be misplaced. 

Special Consultant, Nana Winkler from DWA confirmed from a survey “Then we have ‘the life of the 

ligeglade.’ They don't care, their life is too short for waste sorting” and Nana Winkler commented 

“[...] maybe we should not focus so much on this 12 percent that actually don't care. Just do it, focus 

on making it easy for the rest of them.222 CEO, Franz Cuculiza from AVL said “[...] private people will 

never learn to sort plastic, so we need excellent sorting plants in Denmark.”223 

9.6.3 State-of-the-art sorting and reprocessing plant  

A collaboration between 39 municipalities and CLEAN are in the process of deciding whether or not 

to realize having a state-of-the-art sorting and reprocessing plant to be built by a private contractor 

in Denmark.224 This reprocessing plant would remove many obstacles related to plastic recycling in 

Denmark and would benefit the Danish recycling companies, such as AVL A/S, increase jobs and 

provide better control of the plastic waste. This would allow AVL to reprocess Danish household 

plastic waste. Currently CEO, Franz Cuculiza confirm that “It is too mixed and dirty.”225 

                                                      
221 Miljø- og Fødevareministeriet 2019. See: “Ny national affaldsplan skal sikre mere og bedre genanvendelse.” 
222 Appendix 3, 69. 
223 Appendix 4, 82. 
224 CLEAN. See: “Project.” 
225 Appendix 4, 84. 
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In a new project called “MUPD - recycling of collected plastic from households,” AVL is collaborating 

with other actors from the waste management supply chain.226 To successfully make this transition 

CEO, Franz Cuculiza said “The only thing we can do about it, it is having some centralized sorting 

plant, which can take the plastic from the private household, and then can sort it.”227 An advanced 

sorting and reprocessing plant in Denmark would be an important investment, as a transition 

towards a more circular economy where recycling of waste is a precondition.  

Plastic waste from the Danish households can be recycled at a price, quality and quantity which are 

attractive to the recycle companies as AVL and manufacturing industry. Unfortunately, the project 

is in a currently deadlock due to two main reasons. The first reason is, private investors are uncertain 

of the supply of plastic waste from the Danish household and the second reason is that there are 

not enough incentives to sort waste for local authorities and stakeholders in public renovation.228  

This is further exemplified with the hen and the egg paradox by Associate Professor, Thomas Budde 

Christensen from RUC “It's a bit the hen and the egg question [...] would you start to collect plastic 

and [...] implement upcycling technologies and then present the recycled products to companies and 

try to get them to use it? [...] Or would you start with the company saying, well, you need to ask for 

recycled plastic in your products so that the recycling sector will start developing” and continues with 

the conclusion, “Then the company will say, well, there's not plastics in the markets in the qualities 

that we need at the prices that's relevant for us.”229  

In this regard, Special Consultant, Nana Winkler from DWA commented “Normally we say in 

Denmark, we produce as much plastic waste as Hamburg, should we actually have this high 

advanced sorting facility in Denmark, we don't have enough waste to have that investment 

covered”.230 Which is partly true, can the plastic waste collected from the Danish households utilize 

the capacity of such a state-of-the-art plant, given Denmark’s small size? However, the answer to 

this question could be by pointing at the increasing recycling targets imposed by EU, the global 

importance of minimizing CO2 emissions, the current Danish import/export of plastic waste, the 

                                                      
226 Aage Vestergaard Larsen A/S. See: “Genanvendelse af indsamlet plast fra husstande.” 
227 Appendix 4, 73. 
228 CLEAN. See: “Project.” 
229 Appendix 2, 24. 
230 Appendix 3, 59. 
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depleting oil reserves or the simple fact that Danish companies are investing in sorting and 

reprocessing facilities abroad to gain access to more clean recycled plastic and technology. 

The upcoming Danish national waste management plan will specify standards sorting plastics and it 

adoption across all municipalities will not only increase the amount of plastic waste available for 

recycling, but also become an important input stream for a centralized sorting and reprocessing 

facility. This correlates well with the hypothesis H8. 

9.7 Closed loop system for HDPE and PP plastics 

The following evaluates the benefits of the introduction of a deposit return scheme for plastic 

packaging made primarily of HDPE and PP. 

The empirical information acquired through interviewing numerous actors in the plastic industry, 

retail industry and an expert in circular economy and an environmentally engaged politician will in 

this section be used to analyze which of a closed loop or open loop system is the best option to 

increase the recycling post-consumer plastics. The plastic packaging in focus is the fluid detergent 

containers and personal care bottles consisting of HDPE and PP plastic. 

Many decades ago, experts and scholars began to warn us about climate change and pollution 

problems and yet, the global society and industry is still trying to figure out how to move from a 

take-make-compose economy towards a more circular economy. The need to redirect the output 

from our consumption and loop it back into the system again is a must to reduce use of scarce finite 

resources and emit less CO2 by recycling plastic waste among others. 

A closed loop system, such as the Danish deposit and return scheme on PET bottles (See Appendix 

14) could be implemented in the reverse logistic supply chain of fluid plastic detergent containers 

and personal care bottles.  

The current deposit and return scheme operated by Dansk Retursystem A/S, collects beverage 

bottles and cans made of PET plastic, glass or aluminum with the purpose of cleaning and refilling. 

Plastic bottles and aluminum cans are melted and used to create new bottles. As for glass bottles, 

then these are cleaned and reuse, which is possible thanks to the high temperature glass can 

withstand during a thorough cleaning. The raw material used in the many bottles does not leave the 

system, which makes it a closed loop.  
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In 2017 the Danish consumers returned 1,2 billion bottles and cans back into the system and that is 

a return of 90 percent of all bottles and cans sold in Denmark.231 Those 1,2 billions of returned 

bottles and cans have saved 114,000 tons in CO2 emissions and will further increase with the 

addition of 52 million bottles of juice and lemonade that will enter the deposit and return scheme, 

starting from the 1st July 2019.232  

Associate Professor, Thomas Budde Christensen from RUC stated, “[…] we need to talk about how 

we organize sorting, and we need to talk about or find ways to upcycle and move it back into the 

system.”233 The success of the Danish deposit and return scheme is due to how well it is organized 

and how consumers feel involved thanks to the deposit they put in. Such a closed loop system could 

realistically be extended to also include HDPE and PP containers and bottles.  

To make that happen, Member of the Danish Parliament (MP), Martin Lidegaard said “[…] we need 

to make a law about it saying that and that is possible and doable due to EU regulation.”234 A law 

including HDPE and PP plastic bottles in the deposit and return scheme would be an effective top-

down decision. MP, Martin Lidegaard further explains:  

“That’s something we can just do. Of course, it will put a lot of work on the supermarkets because 

they must deal with all the materials. But it is one way to go about it, if we cannot change the system 

as a whole then at least ensure that we get the bottles [detergent containers and personal care 

bottles] back instead of throwing them into nature.”235  

Collecting the HDPE, PP and PET bottles would increase the volume of separated types of plastics, 

which will make the recycling easier and thereby more valuable. Since plastic is one of the most 

complicated fractions to recycle due to large consequences of minimal contamination with other 

plastic types, food, dirt etc. it is essential to gather a homogenous quantity to make it feasible for 

the recycling industry to reprocess the plastic bottles. While Martin Lidegaard expresses his positive 

attitude toward such a scheme, he also points out the potential extra burden that retailers will be 

                                                      
231 Dansk Retursystem. See: ” Årsrapport 2017,” 4. 
232 Dansk Retursystem. See: “Pant på juice og saftproduckter – hvad betyder det for dig som forbruger?”  
233 Appendix 2, 44. 
234 Appendix 5, 90. 
235 Appendix 5, 90. 
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impacted with. However, a few weeks after this interview, Dansk Retursystem A/S opened a deposit 

station that would nullify the assumed burden as consumers will deliver their plastics to the deposit 

stations themselves, completely bypassing the supermarkets.236 

Through an interview with a CSR project manager at Coop, that same idea (adding detergent plastic 

containers and personal care bottles to the Danish deposit and return system) was not positive. As 

Mathias Hvam, from Coop, commented “A closed loop could be fine, but a closed loop based on 

collecting waste in our stores, I find it hard to believe would be a feasible situation for the future in 

general.”237 Again, as with Martin Lidegaard, taking the assumption that the used plastic will be 

brought back to the point of sale, which is understandable because this is what is commonly 

associated with a closed loop system since this is how it is successfully implemented for PET based 

beverage containers. This is however not necessarily the case, when looking at the deposit stations 

mentioned before.  

Plastic waste should be treated as a resource and a raw material and valuable input to a more 

sustainable production of recycled products. HDPE and PP containers and bottles are not waste and 

in fact some of the more valuable plastic types to use for recycling.  

Acknowledging that HDPE and PP packaging containers are not waste but valuable materials, implies 

that introducing a deposit and return scheme would help channelize even greater quantities back 

to recycling instead of ending in household wastes unsorted and frequently for incineration.    

Consumers in Denmark are used to collect bottles and cans to deposit at one of the 3,000 vending 

machines.238 Accepting an increasing number of plastic packaging types should not mean that we 

would end up with an inconceivable amount of return criteria and that a household would have to 

journey through their area in search for adequate return machines. As an example, a collection 

station situated by the vicinity of a hypermarket could be the main spot where all the plastics 

packaging is returned, no matter type. This will not only enlarge the current spectrum of returned 

plastic types, but also leave the retailers out of the way and - most importantly, address the 

opportunity precondition that was addressed when describing consumer behavior.  

                                                      
236 Dansk Retursystem. See: “Pantstation.” https://pantstation.danskretursystem.dk/. Acc. 07.05.19. 
237 Appendix 1, 1.  
238 Dansk Retursystem. See: “Where to take bottles and cans?” 

https://pantstation.danskretursystem.dk/
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The opportunity to just shove a plastic bag filled with all the used plastics containers through a large 

orifice and having a machine sort out its content and automatically transfer the deposit to an 

individual’s bank account is rather convenient. This, to a point where sorting at home might be 

perceived as insurmountable task. However, no matter how convenient, then this solution will only 

be relevant for known and predefined packaging products marked for this return scheme. As for 

plastic products (e.g. toys) made of this same polymer that is returned, then these will still need to 

be sorted and end as a fraction of MSW. The behavior can further be engraved in the consumer by 

information and education. Furthermore, the economic incentive in form of a deposit will make the 

consumer adopt this task - even if reluctantly, but over time as the behavior becomes more and 

more second nature, then the forces of habits will make this a very easy routine task that 

corresponds with the consumer’s attitude and intentions.  

In fact, one could claim that this will not affect the consumers in a significant way (at least in 

Denmark) since the notion of a deposit and return scheme is already part of the good recycling 

habits attained by Danish consumers. Therefore, clear information and enough knowledge about 

the changes must be sent to reach out all consumers. They should be reminded of the why, how 

and where all their plastic containers and bottles can be returned for recycling. A convenient 

solution combined with multiple opportunities to nudge the consumer should be easy to get the 

consumers on-board - beside the economic savings. Franz Cuculiza from AVL A/S, also agrees when 

answering that “Yes, it [adding detergent containers and body shampoo bottles to a deposit return 

scheme] is a solution.”239 

Therefore, a closed loop system for plastic containers and bottle could become a significant factor 

to the increasing both the quantity and quality of the recyclable plastics available in the Danish 

market. It is important to note that such an increase will completely bypass the municipalities. As 

such municipalities, that may not be willing to engage recycling and instead continue with 

incineration, will lose some of the best combustibles that are today found in MSW. This is of course 

a less desirable situation for the municipalities as they stand to lose the opportunity to generate 

electricity from valuable material resources. Municipalities are not politically pressured to think of 

alternative to incineration of plastics but can also be pressured by the power of the consumers. They 

                                                      
239 Appendix 4, 84. 
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can either play an active role in recycling or be reactive to the changes that are taking place around 

them and greenwashing their activities with meager attempts to be the first mover on emerging 

technologies for branding purposes, as implied by Thomas Budde Christensen240 

9.7.1 More deposit on products in Denmark? 

Juice and lemonade bottles will be added to the current deposit and return scheme by this 

summer.241 The high return percentage of deposit bottles and cans in Denmark is, according to the 

CEO of the Danish deposit and return scheme company, Lars Krejberg Petersen, the positive 

reception and accept among the Danish consumers of the system.242  

This accept have made Danes want more products to be included in the system.243 A recent 

examination of the Danish population’s willingness to embrace more products attached to a deposit 

shows that 2 out of 3 are in favor. Furthermore it showed that the third highest ranked product that 

Danes would want to see a deposit added to is plastic packaging.244 The possibility of including 

plastic detergent containers and personal care plastic bottles is a very realistic solution since it 

correlates well with the willingness expressed by the consumers, and as Lidegaard puts it “It has to 

be a top-down or central decision to make that happen.”245 However, this decision cannot bypass 

the political playground. 

The Danish minister for Food and Environment and Food, Jakob Elleman-Jensen’s opinion regarding 

the introduction of a deposit scheme on power batteries. “Det kan lyder som en god ide at indføre 

pant på batterier, men i praksis kan det være en dyr og besværlig løsning.”246 Translated by Louise 

Lee Chergui: ”It can sound like a good idea to introduce deposit on batteries, but in practice it can 

be an expensive and complicated solution.” This statement comes attached with some negative 

connotations about deposit and return schemes - an otherwise concrete solution that has been 

proven to work. There is, without a doubt, a daunting political task in trying to prioritize what to do 

                                                      
240 Appendix 2, 37. 
241 Dansk Retursystem. See: “Pant på juice og saftprodukter – hvad betyder det for dig som forbruger?” 
242 Dansk Retursystem. See: “Årsrapporter og nøgletal.” 
243 TV2 Nyhederne. See: “Millioner af batterier bliver aldrig genanvendt – forening foreslår pantordning.” 
244 Ibid. 
245 Appendix 5, 93. 
246 TV2 Nyheder. See: “Millioner af batterier bliver aldrig genanvendt – forening foreslår pantordning.” 
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next to move toward a CE society… and for this to become a success then all candidate solutions 

will have to be put on the tables and evaluated by experts. Politicians will have to listen and get up 

to speed with the astounding amount of research and innovation that is taking place in the 

environmental field. Only then, will the Danish political representation be able to prioritize what to 

do with the nation’s budgets. 

In contrast to Elleman-Jensens’ comment, then the president of the Danish society for Nature 

Conservation, Maria Reumert Gjerding, says “Vi har brug for politisk handling og politisk mod nu for 

at løse et problem [...].” translated by Louise Lee Chergui ”We need political action and political 

courage to solve a problem […].”247 The idea of introducing a deposit on power batteries is 

supported by the secretary general, Bo Øksnebjerg from the World Wide Fund for Nature “Pant er 

en utroligt effektiv måde at sikre, at man får tingene hjem igen.”248 Translated by Louise Lee Chergui 

“ Deposit is an effective tool in order to secure the products will be returned home again.” Another 

validation of that the deposit and return scheme on bottles and cans is effective because of the 

support, willingness and habit from the consumers. 

10 Conclusion  

The input accumulated from stakeholders with different perspectives and concerns provided some 

valuable insight about the what challenges are connected to recycling plastics and how these are 

interpreted by different key players in the field. This thesis identified several solutions that could 

improve the quality and quantity of plastic waste in Denmark.  

Most importantly, adopting a unified and harmonized sorting and collecting standards of the plastic 

fraction throughout all municipalities in Denmark will be beneficial for recycling. However, the 

details within the upcoming national waste management plan could collide with the current waste 

management plan of some municipalities. The national plan will aim at increasing sustainability in 

the context of household waste. As such, unilateral decisions taken in a municipality that does not 

take sustainability into consideration is at risk of being nullified together with their investments. 

Whereas, cross-national harmonization efforts and investments done by a cluster of municipalities 

                                                      
247 TV2 Nyheder. See: “Millioner af batterier bliver aldrig genanvendt – forening foreslår pantordning.” 
248 TV2 Nyheder. See: “Millioner af batterier bliver aldrig genanvendt – forening foreslår pantordning.” 
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that focuses on recycling will more likely survive the national plan – assuming that these efforts are 

inspired by the targets set by the EU legislative system. Agreeing on which model to adopt as a 

national standard is by itself a daunting task. There are many opposing concerns and economic 

interests throughout the municipalities. Legislative measures will encourage leaving the current 

status quo and will help gradually create a circular economy. Some changes will only take form if 

they are supported by a political top-down set of decisions. 

Recycling is not the only option when trying to solve the plastic issue. Minimizing plastic starts on 

the drawing boards. All attempts should be made to minimize its use and if used it should be durable 

products or in products that are open for reuse. Which correlate well with the 4R framework 

mentioned earlier in this thesis. Designing for recyclability and limiting plastics to a few standardized 

types manufactured using a limited numbers of additives and colors could help further harmonize 

the MSW plastic fraction.  

Regardless of the above, then the attention of the consumer is currently high as environmental 

problems are very mediatized and omnipresent. This is a very favorable time to influence the 

attitudes and beliefs of the consumer, as they almost daily are confronted with the nefarious effects 

our linear economy has on almost all aspects of life. This influence will solidify a pro-environmental 

attitude that could be supported by the introduction of good opportunities to live out their intention 

through appropriate behavior. Furthermore, increasing the awareness and knowledge about plastic 

sorting and recycling in general and nudging trigger this desired behavior would transform 

households to becoming an important source of recycled plastics. All the above in accordance to 

the modified model for consumer behavior presented in this paper. 

A deposit and return system for HDPE and PP containers and bottles will be greatly beneficial for 

providing a steady stream of plastic waste for an emerging recycling industry. Aside from reducing 

sea and land litter, this system will contribute to providing that needed quality and quantity waste 

input for easier recycling. Consequently, an increase in recycled HDPE and PP can be expected as 

new acquired trust in recycled plastics would create a market for it in Denmark. 

The decision of building a new state-of-the-art sorting and reprocessing plant will be determined in 

May 2019, if not ended in a dead lock. The collaboration between 39 Danish municipalities and 

CLEAN, ultimately means that household plastic waste will not be exported abroad for further 
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sorting and recycling but could be done in Denmark. The output could be processed by Danish 

recycling companies, like AVL, who currently imports plastic waste. Beside the gain of transparency 

related to what would otherwise happen to some exported waste, then this facility could turn the 

tables around and could additionally be treating plastic waste from our neighboring countries. 

Turning the estimated costs of exporting household plastic waste abroad to create jobs and turning 

costs into new business opportunities and a source of income. 

10.1 Perspectives/Research Implications 

There is a need to start looking at plastic recycling through activities that would not only meet the 

expected demand for economic growth, but that would also meet criteria’s set by the 

environmental and social dimension. Adopting the ideals of the triple bottom line while 

strengthening the recycling industry will build future business opportunities in green know-how. 

This in turn will allow Denmark to solidify its image of a green nation in fields other than renewable 

energy.  

Removing a substantial energy source from the MSW that otherwise creates district heating would 

create a problem for many municipalities. Households across the nation will definitely need an 

adequate alternative. Ideally, this energy could come from the further adoption of renewable 

energy sources. If the district heating comes from renewable energy sources, rather than 

incineration, then recycling could not only provide environmental benefits as delayed depletion of 

materials, but also considerably support our attempt to minimize CO2 emissions. In an Eco-system, 

then everything is interconnected. 

Furthermore, ensuring that Danish producers live up to EPR principles and take ownership of their 

product even post end-of-life, then the concept of product-as-a-service or “eco-leasing”249 could be 

promoted. Designing and marketing products as services instead of the traditional buy-to-own 

provides multiple benefits, beside sustainability. This is spreading in all new directions (as cars are 

being leased for a few hours) and could be a major source of change toward a true CE. 

  

                                                      
249 McDonough and Braungart 2008, 113. 
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